How immigration voice and various other lobbyist groups are organized and play the Washington DC H-1B, L-1 Visa, F-1 OPT Green Card Giveaway Game.

The Indian lobbyists walk the hallways of Congress and they pester with love and smiles the congressional suckers for weeks and years with charm, hugs and $$$ for our gullible uninformed Congress.
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Immigration Voice shows its dark side – Indian nonprofit lobbyist group encourages supporters to lie to members of Congress on phone calls, presenting themselves to senators as state constituents; advocacy guide attempts to equate green cards to the civil rights movement and busses in the 1950’s – April 12, 2019.

Immigration Voice is a nonprofit group that lobbies and advocates on behalf of workers from India since 2005. It has been aggressive in pushing for legislation to provide Indians from SE Asia with more expedited Green Cards and more H-1B visa. What they advocate is detrimental middle-class workers in the United States, and U.S. tech workers specifically.

Their organizational achievements and execution have to be admired. They represent foreign interests, but have penetrated the halls of Congress and been successful in obtaining an impressive array of bill sponsorships, all pretty much below the radar among the general population.

In “How Immigration Voice Coordinates Hundreds of Volunteers with Teamup,” it’s noted:
“Immigration Voice, a nonprofit advocacy organization headed by a US Citizen, works on behalf of legal, high-skilled future Americans in the United States. They do their work primarily by petitioning the legislative and executive branches of the US Federal government to find solutions to high-skilled green card backlogs.

“Several times a year, Immigration Voice coordinates volunteer-driven Advocacy Events. These events bring hundreds of volunteers together, for one or two days, to participate in small-group meetings with lawmakers. There are about 200 meetings in a single day, with 4–5 people involved in each meeting.”

More specifically, Immigration Voice lobbies for Indians who are in the U.S. on H-1B, L-1, F-1 and OPT visas to obtain and take entry level and high-skilled middle class jobs away from American citizens in the U.S. As a foreign lobbyist entity, the organization works primarily by petitioning the legislative and executive branches of the U.S. federal government to find solutions to obtain Green Cards at any cost and by any means necessary.

Immigration Voice made their biggest splash in August 2018. On the Immigration Voice Facebook page, the group announced that Rep. Kevin Yoder (R-KS), then the chairman of the DHS Appropriations Committee, had inserted an amendment by voice vote called “H.R. 392: Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2018,” nicknamed the Green Card Giveaway. The bill caused uproar in the IT and other communities.

Open Secrets showed that as much as $12 million in corporate support had been directed to H.R. 392, the Immigration Voice cause, that would have prioritized Indians for Green Cards to the exclusion of other countries.

Opposition to the bill quickly materialized once affected groups like the American Hospital Association (AHA), which prepared a letter to Congress, realized that workers from India would receive up to 70 percent of all Green Cards issued per year and would destroy the current 7 percent country cap, virtually eliminating diversity in the visa program. Green Cards would in effect become exclusive to India, and to an extent, China.

Immigration Voice exhibited a considerable breach in civilized public discourse in a Facebook post on 25 October 2018, talking about “demands for extortion” and “these filthy people in Washington,” stating “AHA is complicit in this extortion scheme to extract money from us.”

The post said:
“The truth is this – Washington is a corrupt place. We believe that AHA is ill-advised by their lobbyists who have tried to intimidate us into hiring their services in the past. Because we have not hired and paid these lobbyists, and because we have not given in to their demands for extortion, these Washington lobbyists go around creating roadblocks for our bill. And these filthy people in Washington are using AHA as their conduit to extract money from innocent legal immigrants who work every day to contribute to the economy of their communities and this Great Nation. AHA may or may not be aware of this background, but it seems now AHA is complicit in this extortion scheme to extract money from us.”

Persistence in pushing foreign workers to replace Americans

Immigration Voice shows organizing persistence, as evidenced by funding travel of members to Washington, D.C. for advocacy events and meetings. The representatives of Immigration Voice smile and exhibit charm, as they with congressional aids and congress members, which has led to more than 300 cosponsors for their bills.

Despite their efforts, H.R. 392 did not pass in winter 2018. Due to the efforts of other lobbyists, but primarily because of a continuing resolution and subsequent government shutdown, H.R.392 was left on the sidelines. Protect US Workers and U.S. Tech Workers experienced a victory, albeit a short-lived one.
On 21 December 2018 the bipartisan Congressional Research Service (CRS) issued a report that stated, “a handful of countries could conceivably dominate employment-based immigration”.

On 1 February 2019, Rep. Zoe Lofgren (D-CA) announced the resurrection of 392 as H.R. 1044, “Fairness for High Skilled Immigrants Act,” in a letter, which included the following:

“The bill places employment-based immigrants on an even playing field by eliminating the 7% ‘per-country’ limit on employment-based immigrant visas. The bill also raises the similar 7% per-country limit on family-sponsored visas to 15%.

“The employment-based green card system provides permanent residence to individuals who contribute to U.S. competitiveness and economic growth. This bill creates a fair and equitable ‘first come, first serve’ system under which U.S. companies will be able to focus on what they do best – hiring smart people to create products, services, and jobs in our districts.”

HERE WE GO AGAIN! A Senate companion bill also was announced.

Immigration Voice has been heralded for their effectiveness in organization, writing letters and calling members of Congress, but a dark side exists to this level of effort. U.S. Tech Workers has been provided a document that illustrates that the tracking system that Immigration Voice utilizes called the Immigration Voice Advocacy Telegram Forum may be subject to fraud.

Save American Information Technology Jobs has obtained a document from an Immigration Voice user who had the moral authority to audit the use of this system that tracks phone calls to Congress. The document reveals that widespread fraud and false claims of residency were made to congressional staffers to various states where Indian constituents were few and far between.

An individual created the document with access to the Immigration Voice Advocacy Telegram Forum tracking system; perhaps as a participant. It is dated 15 February 2018. The call to action for that day is about Hatch Amendment #1963, illustrated below with Republican and Democrat senators being targeted.
IMMEDIATE ACTION ITEMS FOR FEBRUARY 15, 2018

REPUBLICANS

South Dakota Sen. Mike Rounds (R) 202-224-5842
Maine Sen. Susan M. Collins (R) 202-224-2523
South Carolina Sen. Lindsey Graham (R) 202-224-5972
Arizona Sen. Jeff Flake (R) 202-224-4521
Colorado Sen. Cory Gardner (R) 202-224-5941
Alaska Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R) 202-224-6665
Tennessee Sen. Lamar Alexander (R) 202-224-4944
Georgia Sen. Johnny Isakson (R) 202-224-3643

Call script for Republicans:

"Please ask the senator to agree to add Hatch Amendment # 1963 to the DACA bill.

Hatch Amendment # 1963 provides more merit-based immigration by removing country caps from green cards, which will increase the chance of the DACA bill passing in the House."

DEMOCRATS

Maine Sen. Angus S. King Jr. (I) 202-224-5344
West Virginia Sen. Joe Manchin III (D) 202-224-3954
Virginia Sen. Tim Kaine (D) 202-224-4024
Delaware Sen. Christopher A. Coons (D) 202-224-5042
North Dakota Sen. Heidi Heitkamp (D) 202-224-2043
New Hampshire Sen. Jeanne Shaheen (D) 202-224-2841
Minnesota Sen. Amy Klobuchar (D) 202-224-3244
Virginia Sen. Mark R. Warner (D) 202-224-2023

Call script for Democrats:

"Please ask the senator to agree to add Hatch Amendment # 1963 to the DACA bill.

Hatch Amendment # 1963 makes sure no Dreamers are left behind because of the country where they were born, and it increases the chance that the DACA bill passes in the House because House Republicans strongly support it."
The obtained document is titled, “There is a huge fraudulent scheme to fake identity and information. As you can see in images, there are fake addresses offered by Immigration Voice the lobby group pushing Indians to abuse the system. Basically they lie that they are constituent.”

The individual who created this document must have seen this tracking data for some period time before making the decision to capture screen shots and place arrows and boxes over areas of the screen shots in question.

Each IV user has a two-digit prefix and most likely a congressional numeric identifier; thus throughout the document we see identifiers such as CA17, WA01, TX01 and NJ04. Immigration Voice members may not be constituents in every congressional district in the land, but their outreach in terms of making phone calls to districts where Immigration Voice may not live has led to IV members using real addresses of apartment complexes as fake addresses in other words Immigration Voice calls to congress were lies. They did not live in the senators or congressman's district; they lied to the congressional staffer if necessary.

In the first exhibit, it appears that the Immigration Voice Advocacy member posted all senator names and phone numbers. Note in column #2, in red type, “Fake addresses in each Senator's State.”
In the second exhibit, it appears that the Immigration Voice Advocacy member CA17 has posted all senator names and phone numbers, plus the false addresses, which were obtained apparently via Internet searches. CA17 posted “use these rental apartment addresses.”
In response, CA28 stated “FYI - please have a Maine zip code ready when you call Senator Collins. The staffer advised me to leave a VM because I am not from the constituency.” Interpretation: CA28 was told he was not a constituent by a Senator Collins staffer; he advised the next IV caller to have his fake ZIP code ready. The IV caller produced an untruthful ZIP code, making that a fraudulent call.

IV member NJ04 then chimes in: “Team, we have around 1,900 members and no more than 50 members have made calls based on this conversation.” Interpretation, more IV calls need to occur, by any means necessary. Fake ZIPs and addresses if need be.
The next captured image in the obtained PDF indicates that NJ06 “Keep address ready” and ME02 states “<old address” and then TX07 entered into Telegram “Keep address zip code ready. Asked tricky question, how is the weather? I answered beautiful… Beautiful is a relative word, so no issues.” Apparently, it is trick question that always works. CA17 recommends, “go to http://www.apartments.com, input zip code and get rental addresses for these FOUR senate constituencies. Keep 4 tabs open or something and give a random address for that constituency whenever you call.” Interpretation, go to apartments web site for address, open four browser tabs and feed that random information to the Senators staff on the call. Fake and Fraud and False.
The pattern continues on the next image. OH16 gives a tip “Graham and Flake office did not ask for zip or address.” CA15 “Depends on the staffer. Sen. Graham’s office asked me for an address.” He also states, “So keep addresses handy for all 4.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OH16</th>
<th>Graham and Flake office did not ask for zip or address.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA15</td>
<td>Depends on the staffer. Sen. Graham’s office asked me for an address.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA15</td>
<td>So keep addresses handy for all 4.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WA09, “Called all 4. Will do it again.”
MO02 observes the fraud and warns his fellow IV members. “Can you please update ur name as per IV Standards. Else you may be removed by admins.” The individual who created the document created a text box and stated “Member spoke up above to tell another member to contact their profile name per IV standards” or their account would “be removed soon by admins”, But NO ONE - not any member, admin, or group leader - ever spoke up over a 24-hour period to say it is wrong to lie to and intentionally deceive Senate staffers - particularly when the end goal of each deception is to gain an improper influence on a Senators immigration vote.” Apparently, his advice was not heeded, the Immigration Voice deception to Senate offices are not just a one time occurrence, the pattern of fraud phone calls is most likely a continuing practice week by week, month by month. Within the halls of congress, it is well known the Immigration Voice constantly calls these offices to the point of annoyance. Clearly, to reach the volume of calls to be spread out over all the states, then only phone fraud can accomplish this goal. This document is evident of that fraud.

CA15 has it nailed, he states “Guys.... try using a different number. I was able to connect to more staffers when I started using a different number. I don’t know if it was just luck but the 2nd time and 3rd time and 3rd time using the same number I ended up leaving voicemails but then 2 new numbers and I got through to 3 staffers each time.”
The results fly in, OH16 grinds out a number of Senator calls ranging from Sen. Angus S. King Jr. to Sen. Mark Warner whose staffer did not ask for a zip code.

NJ09 asks? “When doing rounds, do we change our name/state/introductory message?” Now we are talking false identify or name changes voiced to the Senate staffers.
The situation further evolves on the outreach effort when IL10 posts “https://www.plaster.com/zip_code.html Use this link for major city in state Zipcodes.”

Clearly IL10 is encouraging fellow Immigration Voice members to fake the zip.

OH03 above comments “Most of the staffers from where I am calling after I talk about the amendment. After they know it’s out of state are they gonna ignore the message, Is it better to have a city name in mind when calling”. You are right OH03, it is easier to lie to the staffer when you have a city in mind or on paper when calling.

Massachusetts or MA04 states “FYI – I just start the conversation off with the name of the city in the state and a name in the state and a name for example. “Hi, my name Aarti and I’m calling from Anchorage – I’d like to speak with someone who is working the DACA deal please…” Clearly an IV advocate member is lying, she is not calling from Anchorage Alaska, it is a dead give away, more like Massachusetts.

One must ponder, if this fraudulent call activity is going on for the Hatch amendment reach out, is this activity prevalent through the system and persistently practiced on all the other Immigration Voice out reaches? The answer is probably YES. Immigration Voice appears to be consistently lying about their constituency locations, city, state and zip codes to congress. It is a safe assumption.
To top it all, California 15 or CA15 let it be known, “Guys – Keep http://zillow.com or apartments.com open and search for apartments/houses the state you are calling. The staff has become a little over smart and asking for addresses especially the Democrats” The fraud is so apparent even the Senate staffers are detecting the drift of the deceit.

Save American Information Technology Jobs rests its case your honor, GULITY as charged.

Save American Information Technology Jobs went back to the 15 February 2018 Immigration Voice Facebook call for action post for that day to examine Facebook comments to what progress had been made.
The last comment says it all: Immigration Voice is here today, will lie tomorrow.

Raghava Sravan Adidamu Done.Called all of them. Hima Kiran Alladi Krishna Chaitanya Shashank Adidamu Jaidev Akkiraju

50w · Edited

1 Reply

The Immigration Voice dark side is not just limited to Facebook statements and fraudulent phone calls as we witnessed in the Advocacy Telegram Forum, the group also published an Immigration Voice Summer 2018 Advocacy Guide. Save American Information Technology Jobs has examined the document and observed the following:

“In the recent past, African Americans were not allowed to sit in the front of busses. African Americans were asked to get off the bus if it became too full and had separate - inferior schools. When segregation ended, some whites were not able to get on busses when the busses became too full and had to change school districts because African Americans could now go to schools that they were otherwise excluded from. Currently Green Card candidates from countries other than India and China are experiencing the same effect. They are benefiting from a flawed unfair system. Whenever there is a change that removes discrimination, there is always resistance from the beneficiaries of the discriminatory system."

Will HR.392 negatively impact the processing time for candidates that are not from India or China?

In the recent past, African Americans were not allowed to sit in the front of busses. African Americans were asked to get off the bus if it became too full and had separate - inferior schools. When segregation ended, some whites were not able to get on busses when the busses became too full and had to change school districts because African Americans could now go to schools that they were otherwise excluded from. Currently Green Card candidates from countries other than India and China are experiencing the same effect. They are benefiting from a flawed unfair system. Whenever there is a change that removes discrimination, there is always resistance from the beneficiaries of the discriminatory system.

They attempt to connect their situation with the plight of the African-American and the Civil Rights movement in the 50’s, this statement, “When segregation ended, some whites were not able to get on busses when the busses became too full and had to change school districts because African Americans could now go to schools that they were otherwise excluded from.” This is nonsense. I suppose the Indians feel they are in the back of the bus, but the busses are too full now of African Americans, now the Indians can not get on the busses.
became they are too full; figuratively of African Americans. Come on Immigration Voice do you really think that your experience ranks with up with slavery, lynching and the civil rights movement? That is disingenuous and offensive to say the least, this is an insult to the African-American community.

Last be not the least, the final statement in the Immigration Voice Summer 2018 Advocacy Guide. “Will H.R. 392 increase immigration into America? You can’t make this stuff up!

**Will HR.392 increase immigration into America?**

HR.392 does not add a single guest worker visa or Green Card to the system.

1177 Branham Lane #321, San Jose, CA 95118  
T: (202) 386-6250 F: (202) 403-3853 E: info@immigrationvoice.org

“HR. 392 does not add a single guest worker visa or Green Card to the system.”
YOU HAVE SEEN THE SCREEN SHOTS - NOW VIEW THE VIDEO!

View the U.S. Tech Workers video. “Legislators think they are receiving calls from constituents and potential voters when in fact they are getting calls from roughly a dozen foreigners, using false addresses to lie their way into the good graces of legislative staffers. They are being duped.”

“Dudeski blows the lid off of this. He shares proof from Immigration Voice, a lobbying group for special interests that supports H.R. 1044, that people called congressional and senate offices and lied about where they lived.”

https://youtu.be/5HvRdz_XLB4

Immigration Voice is lying to U.S. Senators about their constituency and their credibility in Congress is now is question. It further reinforces the Indian culture of fake resumes, fake universities, and fake diplomas and out right lying about their credentials. US workers lose their jobs to these con artists. The 3 F’s Fake, Fraud and False.
Singularly Created Documents and Related Links:

Provided document suggests Immigration Voice Phone Fraud is Prevalent and Persistent.


The Immigration Voice Dark Side: Phones, AHA and Busses.

[http://www.saveamericanitjobs.org/assets/immigration_voice_the_dark_side_AHA_phone_fraud_busses.pdf]


The pro-mass immigration Koch brothers’ network of billionaire, donor class organizations is backing a Republican-Democrat coalition that would allow for the swift outsourcing of middle-class American jobs to mostly Indian nationals.


The Mainstream Media Does not report H-1B Cheap Labor Stories because the Media Companies them selves Employ H-1B Cheap Labor. Surprised?


At 4:40 AM, January 11th, 2019, DONALD TRUMP BETRAYED AMERICAN IT AND US WORKERS IN A TWEET. The Hindu Republican Wizard Shalabh ‘Shalli’ Kumar is the man who claimed responsibility.
Trump in shock about the Green Card Backlog and the Poor H-1B DALCA children.


The Congressional Research Service (CRS), an independent research wing of congress issues a report on the HR 392 Green Card Giveaway. The Times of Indian reports, our media? Yawn. Bottom Line, CRS States no one country should be provided with the vast majority of green cards and residual family based green cards, no matter what under any circumstances.

Immigration Voice, a non-profit advocacy organization that lobbies on behalf of the H-1B, L-1, F-1 OPT Indian Visa Guest Worker programs into order to obtain and take entry level and high-skilled middle class jobs away from American Citizens in the United States. They do their work primarily by petitioning the legislative and executive branches of the US Federal government as a foreign lobbyist entity to find solutions to obtain green cards at any cost and by any means necessary. It is called DC $$$ Lobbying $$$ influence peddling and it Works.

(The orange arrows point to members of congress that support India First America Last Immigration and Employment Policy)
For Immigration Voice, it is all about green cards, I want them now, I want
green cards for my family members so that they can escape miserable India.
The fact that Americans worker jobs are lost to these hoards rarely enters their
minds for Immigration Voice is a par for the course as a self interest group. Any
group or individual who opposes them is a racist, the race card is their favorite
weapon of choice, the racism they learned in India has crossed the shores to
the USA where Indian companies choose wide spread discrimination and fake
resumes and rigged interviews and out right firing of native US citizens out of
work and on to the pavement.

Here is my take on this Green Card Giveaway Trojan Horse. The bill titles -
Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act has had many titles and numbers, but is
all the same, the Indian want the Green Cards for them and them only, all
other countries can go fuck themselves.

In 2015 the bill was called H.R.213. In 2017 and 2018, it was called H.R. 392. In
2019, it was called H.R.1044. All poison.

H.R.213 - Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2015 is being pushed by a
certain Indian Advocacy Group (IV Immigration Voice) for Congressional
approval before the end of year 2016. It failed in 2016, 2017 and in 2018, the
March of the Green Cards is very much alive in 2019.

H.R.213 has a nicely disguised friendly title called “Fairness for High-Skilled
Immigrants Act”. However make no mistake – this bill is designed to give a
huge advantage to foreign temporary STEM IT workers from India and will strip
deserving US citizens of their jobs. This bill encourages much faster processing
of green cards to STEM and especially IT visa workers from India and will
encourage a huge inflow of these workers from India. The current green card
queues is now preventing these foreign workers from obtaining a green card
and thus US Citizenship. Game Over for your job.

Currently STEM and IT workers from India and China are in fair queue for Green
Cards based on 7% per country per year limit. This 7% limit protects diversity of
US population. The change in the law on this bill is designed to destroy the 7%
per country limit per year for green cards. It basically allows an open door for
many more foreign workers; especially Indians to join the US market as soon as
possible.

I would also like to point out the UNDERHANDED way IV Immigration Voice
plans to get this bill approved. Immigration Voice knows that H.R. 213 will NOT
pass by itself. So Immigration Voice is pushing to attach this bill to an omnibus
bill at the end of year crunch time and have it passed in the lame duck session.
The Indian lobbyists will push to attach H.R. 213 to an omnibus bill and have it
cunningly passed under the table and out of sight. This is common practice in
DC and in the congress. It is infamous bad news historically, the first H-1B bill was passed in this fashion.

A READER SENT ME A FACEBOOK PM WITH THESE COMMENTS

“I am glad you have this on you site for I have been all over IV Immigration Voice’s case on this matter and have posted many photos of congressman with Immigration Voice lobbyists. They have at least 100 co-sponsors. I have spoken to Indians who our on are side and they tell me this is BAD news if it is passed. Serious Bad News People. They are not doing this with out DC $$$ bags assistance. Software & Information Industry Association (SIIA) - a DC Vermont Ave Lobbyist Group is the go between the Indian lobbyists and Congresspersons.”

I WENT ON TO PURSUE THIS MISSION WITH ZEAL AND DETERMINATION THAT THIS INJUSTICE NOT GO UNNOTICED WHILE DEFECTIVE LAWS IN THE USA KILL AMERICAN MIDDLE CLASS JOBS. THESE FOLLOWING PAGES ILLUSTRATE MY JOURNEY

WITH NO FANFARE WE PRESENT JUST TWO OF MANY US SENATOR CO-SPONSORS SELLING OUT US WORKERS IN OHIO and in the LAND OF COTTON.

COTTON IS FOR $$$ SALE $$$ @ THE BENTONVILLE WALMART.
OHIO is an Equal Opportunity State for H-1B’s for ALL kinds of occupations get the SCREW, especially the ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS and FINANCIAL ANALYSTS and MEDICAL SCIENTISTS, EXCEPT EPIDEMIOLOGISTS. They have 107 H1-B STATISTICIANS doing some counting; I wonder what they are counting? H1-B Facts has counted them. You can count on IT professionals to get the Rob Portman treatment. That you can count on.
How Immigration Voice is organized and Plays the DC Green Card Giveaway Game. Persistence, Fortitude is utilized to Conduct Hundreds of Advocacy Events and Team Up Software. No Wonder they Have over 360 HR 392 Green Card Giveaway Cosponsors, they Pester and Love Congressperson Suckers for weeks and years with charm and walk the hallways of congress WITH LOVE and smiles for our gullible uninformed congress - May 15, 2018

How Immigration Voice Coordinates Hundreds of Volunteers with Teamup
Two days, three hundred meetings, and several hundred volunteers come together smoothly.

How Immigration Voice is organized and Plays the DC Green Card Giveaway Game. Persistence and Fortitude is utilized to Conduct Hundreds of Advocacy Events using Team Up Software. No Wonder they have over 325 HR 392 Green Card Giveaway Cosponsors, they Pester and Love Congressperson Suckers for
weeks and years with charm and walk the hallways of congress with love and smiles and $$$ for our gullible uninformed congress.

They have been doing this for Years while Non-Indian IT people have been Wandering in the Dessert. Lost in the Woods in Oblivion as to what has been Going for Years with their Eyes Wide Shut.

I QUOTE THE WHOLE ARTICLE SO THAT WE MAY LEARN, BETTER LATE THAN NEVER AND IT IS NEVER TO LATE TO KNOW HOW WHAT YOU AS DEER WILL SEE IN THE HEADLIGHTS.

NOTABLE QUOTE: “Several times a year, Immigration Voice coordinates volunteer-driven Advocacy Events. These events bring hundreds of volunteers together, for one or two days, to participate in small-group meetings with lawmakers. There are about 200 meetings in a single day, with 4–5 people involved in each meeting.

I GO ON TO QUOTE THE ENTIRE ARTICLE BEING THAT MOST OF YOU WILL NOT CLICK ON THE LINK.

“About Immigration Voice”

“Immigration Voice, a non-profit advocacy organization headed by a US Citizen, works on behalf of legal, high-skilled future Americans in the United States. They do their work primarily by petitioning the legislative and executive branches of the US Federal government to find solutions to high-skilled green card backlogs.”

The Challenge

“Several times a year, Immigration Voice coordinates volunteer-driven Advocacy Events. These events bring hundreds of volunteers together, for one or two days, to participate in small-group meetings with lawmakers. There are about 200 meetings in a single day, with 4–5 people involved in each meeting.”

“Immigration Voice has several specific needs for a calendar tool that will enable them to coordinate these large, complex events in a streamlined way.”

“They need a calendar that can easily contain hundreds of meetings, or calendar events, in a one or two day period.”

“They need to be able to restrict each volunteer’s calendar view, so an individual only sees the meetings they are scheduled for rather than the entire list of meetings for the day.”
“They need to update the calendar events in real time, so that volunteers can quickly find the information for their assigned meetings, usually on their smart phones.”

“They need to be able to include file attachments or URLs for some meetings.”

“In addition, they need to coordinate all these meetings in an extremely tight window of time. Multiple “meeting coordinators” need to be able to work with the calendar to assign meetings to volunteers.”

**IMMIGRATION VOICE SOFTWARE TEAMUP IS A COLLABORATION TOOL CASE.**

**Why Teamup**

“Teamup worked with Immigration Voice to develop a solution that works for their particular needs.”

**Individual Sub-Calendars for Volunteers**

“Immigration Voice set up one sub-calendar for each of the volunteers, and disallowed overlapping events; that way a volunteer can only be scheduled for one meeting at a time, and no one is double-booked.”

**Customized Calendar Links for Volunteers**

“Each volunteer got a unique calendar link with read-only access to their individual sub-calendar; that way, they saw only their scheduled meetings.”

**Big-Picture View for Coordinators**

“The people coordinating and assigning the meetings could all work with the master calendar for a big-picture view. They are able to access, view, and modify all the sub-calendars as needed. By using filtering options, they could easily sort and see only the relevant sub-calendars for each meeting which makes it easy to view the availability of the selected volunteers.”

**Multiple Participants for Each Meeting**

“Since Teamup allows one event to be assigned to multiple calendars, the meeting coordinators could create one meeting event and assign it to several volunteers.”

**Include Details and Files**

“The calendar coordinators can use the event fields to include the names of all people going to the same meeting, and the location or room number. They could also upload files or links for each event as needed.”
Update and Notify

“The meeting coordinators can easily change details and meeting assignments from the master calendar. Each volunteer can always see their meetings in real time whenever they open the calendar on their mobile devices. Optionally, it’s possible to set up email notifications to be automatically notified of changes on their individual sub-calendar.”

The Benefits

“The team at Immigration Voice was able to use Teamup to quickly set up the schedule of meetings, communicate with volunteers, and make the Advocacy Event flow smoothly.”

IV MEMBERS PRAISE THE GLORY OF TEAMUP!

“The event was a huge success and thanks to the Teamup app everyone was able to stay on track. Many of our volunteers stated, and I quote, “Teamup was the highlight of the day!” and "The app was a great help, can’t imagine our next event without Teamup.”

LET ME QUOTE THE BASICS FROM THE “ART OF WAR” ATTRIBUTED TO SUN TZU, A HIGH-RANKING MILITARY GENERAL, STRATEGIST AND TACTICIAN.

“So it is said that if you know your enemies and know yourself, you can win a hundred battles without a single loss. If you only know yourself, but not your opponent, you may win or may lose. If you know neither yourself nor your enemy, you will always endanger yourself.”

Immigration Voice Team on the Call:

Aman Kapoor is the co-founder of Immigration Voice and is our liaison with other groups and agencies. Mr. Kapoor has been working in US for the last seventeen years. He has a Bachelors’ degree in Engineering and MBA from Florida State University. Mr. Kapoor and his family’s permanent residency
application was approved in 2007 and he continues to lead Immigration Voice. Mr. Kapoor’s handle is WaldenPond and his email is aman@immigrationvoice.org

Vikram Desai is a Product Management & Marketing professional. He has held multiple senior level product strategy and marketing positions in high growth technology companies in the Philadelphia area. Vikram came to US for higher studies in 2002 and continues to wait in green card backlog. He is a fearless advocate for immigrant rights, and to push for common-sense reform he has worked with several leadership offices in both, the Senate and the House or Representatives. Vikram has lead and organized eight (8) advocacy events in Washington, D.C., involving over 300 Congressional meetings at each event. He uses his expertise in content marketing, brand messaging, public relations, media outreach and social media to help our multiple ongoing initiatives and projects both, in Washington DC, and at various State chapters of Immigration Voice. To create awareness and to increase the profile of the issue, he has developed relations with many reporters across various media outlets. CNN, The New York Times, The Boston Globe, The Times of India, Hindustan Times, TV Asia and other media outlets have quoted him for his thoughts and comments on the issue of immigrants’ rights and green card backlogs. Vikram and his wife
are blessed with twins, and Desai family lives in Philadelphia suburb. Vikram can be reached at vikramd@immigrationvoice.org

The entire Immigration Voice Team.

https://immigrationvoice.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=57&Itemid=82

The Immigration Voice Web Site is Corn Ball IMHO.

https://immigrationvoice.org/index.php?

The Big Time DC Immigration Fat Cat Lobbyist Firm

Holland and Knight
Washington, D.C. | Overview
800 17th Street N.W.
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20006
T 202.955.3000 | F 202.955.5564

"From the Washington, D.C., office, attorneys and professionals assist clients with the business of Washington – both as the nation’s capital and one of the world's most dynamic cities. Holland & Knight regularly appears before Congress, federal government agencies, and local and federal courts in the Mid-Atlantic area. The firm’s largest office features the public policy and government relations team as well as real estate, administrative and white-
collar litigation, healthcare, transportation, security, wealth planning, fiduciary litigation, international trade and corporate practice teams.”

https://www.hklaw.com/Offices/Washington-DC/

Leon Fresco - Immigration Attorney at Holland & Knight Washington, D.C. on the Call.

“Leon Fresco is an immigration attorney in Holland & Knight’s Washington, D.C., office where he focuses his practice on providing global immigration representation to businesses and individuals. He also represents clients in administrative law and government relations matters and has extensive appellate, commercial litigation and legislation experience. Mr. Fresco was the primary drafter of S.744, the U.S. Senate’s comprehensive immigration reform bill of 2013. He uses his broad range of experience to develop creative solutions to achieve his clients’ objectives, which often may involve multistage representation before administrative agencies, federal courts and Congress.”

https://www.hklaw.com/leon-fresco/

Immigration Voice Advocacy Telegram Forum

Immigration Voice Advocacy Telegram ImmigrationVoice.org

https://immigrationvoice.org/forum/newthread.php?do=IVAAdvocacyTelegram

My Notes on the night of the meeting as published by an American Warrior

Immigration Voice (GROUP OF THOUSANDS OF H-1BS) ~ Meeting Minutes and Observations - August 1 2018 @ 9 PM
I was all ears with my gear for the meeting.

The meeting moderators were very happy and giddy about their accomplishment and love Yoder and see their prospects as positive for passing the HR392 as a silent rider.

They describe the evolution of their efforts on the green card HR392 giveaway and it has been going on for years. They have been visiting the halls of congress both in DC and in local congressional offices in order to establish a relationship with each and every one of their 300 or so co-sponsors. They have been doing this for years.

They decided to have an open meeting in order to bring in more Indians from the field to canvas the congress during the August recess at offices, with phone calls and at town halls. They stated they would like to triple the effort in August to visit offices make friends.

The meeting moderators encouraged the Indians to bring your white friends to the meeting, tell sad stories, exhibit no hate in social media, keep the message simple smile and repeat the message over and over. The grass roots effort includes calling congressional offices all over the county. Heavy emphasis.

Make no doubt, IV LOVES Yoder Big Time.

They have a documentation package called a advocacy guide they will distribute to its members tomorrow that exhibits talking points. These people know what they are doing.

Getting the HR392 attached to a massive must pass DHS budget bill is the biggest and most important milestone for these people. They were happy beyond their belief as their fortune and to the working of Yoder.

The lobbyist that runs the show is highly qualified and know the legislative process. In the meeting he outlines the process clearly and predicts the possible outcome.

They envision the bill passing in September. The IV lobbyist stated if Trump has a shutdowns, then a continuing resolution will keep the federal government open and the HR 392 will not pass. They do not see anybody stripping the bill of its language in the House of Representatives. When the DHS bill goes to a House / Senate conference, a possibility exists the HR292 may be stripped. Who would do this remains an open question, If the Trump pole find out they can raise a sting and have the Senate conferees remove the language that Yoder inserted. They see the bill passing in lame duck in November when congress is in panic mode and ready to leave town.
Immigration Voice Exhibits Their True Voice in an August 1, 2018 Open Meeting Recording and Advocacy Guide. So I sat on my cloud and hooked up my gear.

The attached pdf is the transcript of conference call that saw a lot of gloating over the poison pill Congressman Yoder slipped into the Homeland Security appropriations bill that would end employment visa/green card country caps. This is an obvious quid pro quo to the Indian lobbies at the expense of U.S. tech workers.

Immigration Voice August 1st 2018 Meeting Transcript

Immigration Voice Exhibits Their True Voice in an August 1 Open Meeting Recording and Advocacy Guide. So I sat on my cloud and hooked up my gear.

First Immigration Voice has published a recording and a Summer 2018 Advocacy Guide for their members to lobby congress. I quote.

“We have released a recording of our latest call, along with an advocacy guide to assist you with the advocacy meetings in the districts. This advocacy guide provides the outline of what specifically needs to be done to get HR.392/S.281 over the finish line.”
Here is the link to the conference call recording: https://soundcloud.com/immvoice/sets/august-2018-public-call and here is the link to the Advocacy guide for you: bit.ly/ivsummer2018

I did some black magic with the recording and did some transcript action, here is how desperate they are, they have no friends except themselves. DO NOT SELL GIRL SCOUT COOKIES OR CANDLES TO AN INDIAN.

Highlights:

Leon the Slob Lobbyist Fresco (45:11):

“Let me make another key point. If you had any sympathetic non Indian person in your company, get to come to the meeting with you. If you've ever had a person, okay, in your work that says, buy Girl Scout cookies for me and you bought their cookies or buy candles or do or come to my event. If you've done anything for any non Indian and your workplace, it's time to call it that favor and say, you've got to come with me to the congress office and say the white people like this bill, Hispanic people like this, black people like the bill. So that's my number one assignment for all of you is I don't want to be a meeting that you go through that only has Indian people in it that is disgraceful. We don't need that anymore. All of you are valued in your workplace, so all of you should have people that you could contact that will come to you with these meetings and help and say, yes, I worked at X company and I see the contributions that experts makes, and this is a tragedy that this person has the fear every day that they're going to be deported. It offends me as an American. That's where we need to get at. If we have one cried frontier, we have not crossed. It is essential. That's what I want to be in August is bring your white friend, bring your Hispanic friend, bring your black friends and get them to come to these meetings with you.”

In the Advocacy Guide I observed the following:

They attempts to connect their situation with the plight of the African American Civil Rights movement in the 60's, I kid you not. I suppose the Indians feel they are in the back of the bus.

“In the recent past, African Americans were not allowed to sit in the front of busses. African Americans were asked to get off the bus if it became too full and had separate - inferior schools. When segregation ended, some whites were not able to get on busses when the busses became too full and had to change school districts because African Americans could now go to schools that they were otherwise excluded from. Currently Green Card candidates
from countries other than India and China are experiencing the same effect. They are benefiting from a flawed unfair system. Whenever there is a change that removes discrimination, there is always resistance from the beneficiaries of the discriminatory system."

They still hate Pakistan so much they used it as an example:

"Why does HR.392 will negatively impact special interests and/or a group of F/J Student Visa holders from country X?"

"The purpose of HR.392 is to move the employment based immigration system from an archaic per-country capped system to a more modern merit based system where a person's skills carry more weight than the person's country of birth. Under current law, an unskilled worker (electrician, mechanic, plumber) from (say) Pakistan applying today, could get a green card right away13, while a surgeon from India would have to wait an estimated 150 years for a Green Card14. This is absurd and not in American interests."

They call the opposition to HR 392 “miscreants”. (a person who behaves badly or in a way that breaks the law. synonyms: criminal, culprit, wrongdoer, malefactor, offender, villain, lawbreaker, evildoer, delinquent, hoodlum, reprobate; malfeasant a heretic.)

"Countering Misinformation: Because of the misinformation that might have been spread by these miscreants we present a FAQ containing information you might find useful as you make your closing arguments to your Members of Congress."

“What do I do if I am at an event and I meet someone who opposes HR.392?”

“IT is possible that this person is not fond of immigrants in general, or, this person is someone on a non-immigrant visa (likely F/J) stretching the bounds of their non-immigrant visa status by actively demonstrating an intent to immigrate by way of abusing loopholes in immigration law. In such a case the thing to do is:

1. Use the information contained in this guide to counter their propaganda.

2. Ask them for their name, try to be friendly and polite. Always remember that you are a happy warrior. It is ok to disagree without being disagreeable.

3. Should you feel threatened or about to be threatened, find help, there is usually law enforcement nearby. If law enforcement is unavailable, then the first thing to do is to get to safety and try to identify the person threatening you by (if you can do this safely):

a. Getting a picture of the person for the record.
b. Getting the license plate of the car they are traveling in.

c. Checking the websites of the universities within a 90 minute drive of where you encountered this person and check to see if there are any pictures online which you can use to identify this person.

d. Do a similar search on https://www.researchgate.net/ and see if you can identify the person.

e. Report this encounter and all the information you accumulate with local law enforcement and your state chapter lead."

BEWARE OF ANY FACE-2-FACE DISAGREEMENT WITH IV MEMBER.

HERE IS SOME MORE ANSWERS ABOUT HR 392 from Immigration Voice.

Will HR.392 negatively impact diversity?

By eliminating the incentive to hire Indians, HR.392 will increase diversity. In addition to that, the United States has a whole visa category called the “Diversity Visa Program” to ensure diversity.

Is HR.392 is good for America?

HR.392 is good for America. A fair non-discriminatory first come first serve system, that eliminates incentives for bad employers to hire (and abuse) desperate workers from one specific country and gives workers more certainty so they can negotiate with their employers is good for America.

Will HR.392 increase immigration into America?

HR.392 does not add a single guest worker visa or Green Card to the system.

THERE ARE SO MANY HOLES OF DECEPTION IN THIS GUIDE AND NO DATA TO BACK THEIR CLAIMS.
Who are the Lobbyists and the Supporters of H.R.392: Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2018? Let’s take a look at the Open Secrets.

Open Secrets is a public service lobbying database that tracks campaign contributions to elected officials and candidates, companies, labor unions, and other organizations that spend billions of dollars each year to lobby Congress and federal agencies. Some special interests retain lobbying firms, many of them located along Washington’s legendary K Street; others have lobbyists working in-house. This is stated on their web front page.

Just who is behind the curtains with Immigration Voice and Leon Fresco and his K Street $$$ Money Machine $$$ Holland & Knight LLP? Who else is behind the curtain in the Yoder Yellow Brick Road, now the Green Card Brick Road in which the yearly allocation of green cards is estimated to be 75% to the Indians, depriving the rest of the planet the opportunity and diversity our country is based upon.

Open Secret lists 122 entries: The major participants are as follows: US Chamber of Commerce (BIG TIME), American Medical Association, Microsoft Corporation
Wa La, Tweets have been uncovered from the usual suspects!

@IBM strongly supports the inclusion of @RepKevinYoder's #HR392 in the House FY19 Homeland Security Appropriations Bill. This is an important step towards eliminating the green card backlog.

— IBMPolicy (@IBMpolicy) July 26, 2018

Amazon applauds @KevinYoder on the passage of his amendment to the @DHSgov appropriations bill, H.R. 392, that would remove the per-country limit on green cards. This is an important step towards green card reform, and Amazonians thank you for your leadership on this issue.

— Amazon Policy (@amazon_policy) July 25, 2018

LOBBYIST REGISTRANT NO. OF REPORTS & SPECIFIC ISSUES*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>No. of Reports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aghi, Mukesh</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrews, Nicholas</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armistead, Amanda</td>
<td>McGuireWoods LLP</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Askew, Todd</td>
<td>American Medical Assn</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atchley, Christina</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilecy, Jonathan</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beamer, Jon</td>
<td>Cognizant Technology Solutions</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billett, Michael</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bird, Ronald</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bjorkman, Neil</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonner, Stephen</td>
<td>Texas Instruments</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley, Neil</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brinton, David</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, Cynthia A</td>
<td>American Medical Assn</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, Felicien</td>
<td>Kaiser Foundation Health Plan</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, Jennifer</td>
<td>American Medical Assn</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, Peter D</td>
<td>Deloitte LLP</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burgos, Alejandro</td>
<td>TechNet</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnett, Laird</td>
<td>Kaiser Foundation Health Plan</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavaliere, Frank</td>
<td>Microsoft Corp</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen, Gregory</td>
<td>American Immigration Lawyers Assn</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christensen, Carlie</td>
<td>Equifax Inc</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Suzanne</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins, Paula J</td>
<td>Texas Instruments</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtois, Kevin</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cox, George III</td>
<td>American Medical Assn</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deem, Richard A</td>
<td>American Medical Assn</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dixon, Debra</td>
<td>TwinLogic Strategies</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dijihanian, Vartan</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donohue, Thomas J</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drobac, Michael</td>
<td>McGuireWoods LLP</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duggan, Casey</td>
<td>McGuireWoods LLP</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dumont-Merchak, Sarah E</td>
<td>TwinLogic Strategies</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eidshaug, Ronald</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evans, Linda C</td>
<td>IBM Corp</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyler, Christopher</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitzpatrick, Prue</td>
<td>Kaiser Foundation Health Plan</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster, James</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frazee, Elizabeth W</td>
<td>TwinLogic Strategies</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamble, Hugh</td>
<td>Salesforce.Com</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garikes, Margaret D</td>
<td>American Medical Assn</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelman, Matt</td>
<td>Microsoft Corp</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilliam-Moore, Danielle</td>
<td>Salesforce.Com</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonzales, John</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory, Pamela</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halataei, Allison</td>
<td>Microsoft Corp</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallmark, Moore</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartell, Stephen</td>
<td>Amazon.com</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hauman, RJ</td>
<td>Federation for Amer Immigration Reform</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hecht, Timothy P</td>
<td>Hecht, Latham et al</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hecht, William H</td>
<td>Hecht, Latham et al</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hellier, Ethan</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard, John E</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humphries, Fred</td>
<td>Microsoft Corp</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huseman, Brian</td>
<td>Amazon.com</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imel, Jennings</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingle, Ed</td>
<td>Microsoft Corp</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irisari, Eugene M</td>
<td>Texas Instruments</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaacs, David</td>
<td>Semiconductor Industry Assn</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson, Carlos</td>
<td>Cleveland Clinic</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson, Clark</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs, Elizabeth</td>
<td>Federation for Amer Immigration Reform</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Randel K</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirchner, John</td>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiy, Aya</td>
<td>Cognizant Technology Solutions</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knox, Allying</td>
<td>Microsoft Corp</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latham, Tom</td>
<td>Hecht, Latham et al</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Law, Rob  Federation for Amer Immigration Reform  2
Levy, Laurence  Greenberg Traurig LLP  1
Lister, Katharine  Amazon.com  2
Lucas, Karen  American Immigration Lawyers Assn  1
Lungren, Jeffrey  US Chamber of Commerce  6
Lynch, Laura  American Immigration Lawyers Assn  1
Manning, Brince  US Chamber of Commerce  3
Maples, Bob  Greenberg Traurig LLP  3
Marino, Jason  American Medical Assn  1
Massey, Mary J  Amazon.com  3
Mcallister, Stephen  US Chamber of Commerce  6
Mohib, Mona  McGuireWoods LLP  5
Morris, Kristen DW  Cleveland Clinic  1
Ng, Kirsten  Greenberg Traurig LLP  3
Nice, Amy  Nice, Amy  1
O’Connell, Mark A  Cognizant Technology Solutions  6
O’Connell, Veronica A  TwinLogic Strategies  2
O’Hara, Geoffrey  US Chamber of Commerce  6
Peters, Rebecca Knowles  Council for Global Immigration  1
Peters, Stephanie  Microsoft Corp  6
Phifer, Franklin C JrHecht, Latham et al  6
Pryor, David Hampton Jr  Microsoft Corp  6
Rauber, John W Jr  Deere & Co  2
Reiff, Laura Foote  Greenberg Traurig LLP  3
Rendall, Shari  Federation for Amer Immigration Reform  2
Rish, Diane  American Immigration Lawyers Assn  1
Sahlhoff, Shaun  US Chamber of Commerce  3
Sakaniwa, Hiroaki Robert  American Immigration Lawyers Assn  1
Salick, Anna  US Chamber of Commerce  6
Sampson, John  Microsoft Corp  4
Sheely, Margaret  US Chamber of Commerce  6
Shiode, Joshua  Semiconductor Industry Assn  2
Sincavage, Alyson  American Immigration Lawyers Assn  2
Singer, Meredith  IBM Corp  2
Spencer, Glenn  US Chamber of Commerce  1
Stein, Dan  Federation for Amer Immigration Reform  3
Sullivan, Russell  McGuireWoods LLP  5
Taylor, Ben  US Chamber of Commerce  6
Thierry, Monique  US Chamber of Commerce  4
Thomas, Arielle  US Chamber of Commerce  2
Thomason, Clark  US Chamber of Commerce  4
Toomey, David  TechNet  2
Disappointed in Kaiser Foundation Health Plan and the Cleveland Clinic.

Open Secrets only has data that readily available, just imagination what else goes on behind the curtain that is not an Open Secret?

https://www.opensecrets.org/lobby/billlobs.php?id=hr392-115
Who are the Immigration Voice clients companies that supports H.R.392: Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2018? Let’s take a look at the Open Secrets.

Immigration Voice clients lobbying on H.R.392: Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2017. 26 unique organization(s) has/have registered to lobby on this bill.

Proof that Immigration Voice has been greasing the wheels for years on the Green Card Giveaway. I did a search on Immigration Voice and here is what popped up. I know who they are, but how much $$$ was spent is not an OPEN SECRET!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognizant Technology Solutions</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognizant Technology Solutions</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deloitte LLP</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Corp</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monster Worldwide</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Instruments</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Infosys Ltd 2017
Federation for Amer Immigration Reform 2017
Hewlett Packard Enterprise 2017
Hewlett Packard Enterprise 2018
IBM Corp 2017
Deloitte LLP 2018
Deere & Co 2017
Amazon.com 2018
American Immigration Lawyers Assn 2018
Infosys Ltd 2018
Microsoft Corp 2018
Monster Worldwide 2018
National Assn for the Self Employed 2018
Qualcomm Inc 2018
US Chamber of Commerce 2018
Equifax Inc 2017
Texas Instruments 2018
SalesForce.com 2018
Semiconductor Industry Assn 2018
TechNet 2018
Related Companies 2018
American Medical Assn 2018
American Staffing Assn 2018
American Immigration Lawyers Assn 2017
Compete America 2018
Council for Global Immigration 2018
Amazon.com 2017
EB-5 Investment Coalition 2018
Immigration Voice 2017
Immigration Voice 2018

**WTF is Related Companies?**

https://www.opensecrets.org/lobby/billsum.php?id=hr392-115
LISTEN TO THE IMMIGRATION VOICE LEADERSHIP – IF YOU CAN STAND IT!

Only 2 Likes, What is Up with That!

Immigration Voice Team on the Call:


Aman Kapoor is the co-founder of Immigration Voice and is our liaison with other groups and agencies. Mr. Kapoor has been working in US for the last seventeen years. He has a Bachelors’ degree in Engineering and MBA from Florida State University. Mr. Kapoor and his family's permanent residency application was approved in 2007 and he continues to lead Immigration Voice. Mr. Kapoor's handle is WaldenPond and his email is aman@immigrationvoice.org

Vikram Desai is a Product Management & Marketing professional. He has held multiple senior level product strategy and marketing positions in high growth technology companies in the Philadelphia area. Vikram came to US for higher studies in 2002 and continues to wait in green card backlog. He is a fearless advocate for immigrant rights, and to push for common-sense reform he has worked with several leadership offices in both, the Senate and the House or Representatives. Vikram has lead and organized eight (8) advocacy events in Washington, D.C., involving over 300 Congressional meetings at each event. He uses his expertise in content marketing, brand messaging, public relations, media outreach and social media to help our multiple ongoing initiatives and projects both, in Washington DC, and at various State chapters of Immigration Voice. To create awareness and to increase the profile of the issue, he has
developed relations with many reporters across various media outlets. CNN, The New York Times, The Boston Globe, The Times of India, Hindustan Times, TV Asia and other media outlets have quoted him for his thoughts and comments on the issue of immigrants' rights and green card backlogs. Vikram and his wife are blessed with twins, and Desai family lives in Philadelphia suburb. Vikram can be reached at vikramd@immigrationvoice.org

https://immigrationvoice.org/index.php?

Leon Fresco - Immigration Attorney at Holland & Knight Washington, D.C

Leon Fresco is an immigration attorney in Holland & Knight's Washington, D.C., office where he focuses his practice on providing global immigration representation to businesses and individuals. He also represents clients in administrative law and government relations matters and has extensive appellate, commercial litigation and legislation experience. Mr. Fresco was the primary drafter of S.744, the U.S. Senate's comprehensive immigration reform bill of 2013. He uses his broad range of experience to develop creative solutions to achieve his clients' objectives, which often may involve multistage representation before administrative agencies, federal courts and Congress.

https://www.hklaw.com/leon-fresco/
DATELINE MARCH 15, 2018 - 06:32:08 IST - IMMIGRATION VOICE AND THE REPUBLICAN HINDU COALITION CONDUCT A SOCIAL MEDIA WAR OVER HR 392 WHILE WE WERE SLEEPING. – MARCH 13, 2018

As H1B workers raise social media game, deep fissures surface among power brokers

NOTABLE QUOTES:

“Knives are out as Indian-led advocacy for a high skilled worker-friendly visa policy in the United States reaches a crucial juncture this week coinciding with a must-pass funding bill in the US Congress.”

“Sensing they are in with a chance to make a dent in an undeniably tough, gridlocked political landscape, multiple Indian expat groups are laying claim to their pound of flesh in the policy sweepstakes.”

“Here’s how the note opens:”

"As many of you might know, a partisan organization is planning some events in the next few months. Many Immigration Voice members have seen material that is falsely suggesting that Immigration Voice is part of such events, and they have reached out to us asking for clarification whether Immigration Voice supports such events. We strongly urge our members not to affiliate, attend, or otherwise support events or meetings facilitated by groups that either have partisan names or partisan objectives, or, seek to advance any legislation other than H.R.392."
We strongly urge our members not to affiliate, attend, or otherwise support events or meetings facilitated by groups that either have partisan names or partisan objectives, or, seek to advance any legislation other than #HR392

more here -> https://t.co/PMaK7i2Ndt
pic.twitter.com/DtAjYGhiD1

— Immigration Voice (@immivoice) March 11, 2018

“No names are mentioned here but off the record, Immigration Voice (IV) sources confirm that their primary beef is with the Republican Hindu Coalition (RHC) led by Shalabh Kumar and Co. In parallel, there are enough people bristling about Immigration Voice’s methods too. “What have they done for us in 11 years? It’s because we saw no results that we are going to Washington DC on our own dime and trying to meet every lawmaker we can,” says an ex-IV member who is clearly disgruntled.”

Thank you @POTUS for giving @RHC_USA 30 min at Candlelight dinner. We love you and will devote our Tan Man Dhan to Make America Great Again pic.twitter.com/7ceZJ87OgF

— Shalabh Shalli Kumar (@iamshalabkhkumar) January 21, 2017

“Meanwhile, Republican Hindu Coalition (RHC) has confirmed that they are planning a “big rally” at the National Mall in Washington DC. Speaking with Firstpost, Krishna Bansal of the RHC said they are hoping to pull in “20,000 people to highlight immigration issues that our community is facing especially legal dreamers and Green Card backlog”.

WHAT AN ENDING!

“The wild cards here are the so-called “H1B consultancies” which hold the H1B paperwork of many Indians and make a cut from their earnings every month because of the brutal asymmetry of the employer-employee relationship in a
foreign land. Would they want any of these bills that promise faster Green Cards to make it through Congress? Think about it. The longer the leash on an H1B worker, the tighter you can pull. That’s another story - the abuse of the H1B worker in America by the enemy within. For those who want to dig deeper on this, here’s a blog that Arnab, a Firstpost reader from Redmond sent us on the dark side of contractual hiring.”

Here is the link to “the dark side of contractual hiring”

**My experiences with US IT contractual hiring**

http://ebconsularprocessing.blogspot.com/2017/10/USContractualhiring.html

Have IV and RHC have KISSED and MADE UP? Green Cards are For Lovers.

One thing we do know is that Yoder and the Republicans like it both ways.


Indian Republican Hindu Coalition Thugs at Home at the White House Rally. The IV crowd is the wimps and the RHC are the tough guys.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZV_de9avAnM

RHC Immigration Rally in front of White House with 1000+ Delegates from all over the country
What Do We Want! Green Cards! When do We Want ‘Em Now! What Do We Want! Green Cards! When do We Want ‘Em Now! It was August 18, 2015 and Immigration Voice was on the March!

What Do We Want! Green Cards! When do We Want ‘Em Now! What Do We Want! Green Cards! When do We Want ‘Em Now! It was August 18, 2015 and Immigration Voice marched the NYC Streets Chanting, this time for HR. 213, another version of the so-called Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of Whatever Year.

Notice that Comments are disabled for this video. It follows a familiar pattern, keep Non-Indians from giving the FU to these people, all IV correspondence is strictly amongst Indians only, ask all the IT Advocates. Myself included, who have been banned from commenting on their so-called public Facebook account:

Immigration Voice in NYC @ India Day Parade

They got the $$$ to fly in rich ass H1Bs from all over the country to pricey Manhattan: https://youtu.be/x8KsbJzA5ig
Immigration Voice Big Mouths Shout they will Pay Big $$$ for the Green Card Giveaway to Get in Front of the Line to Help Pay for the Hurricane and last January they said THEY HELP Would Pay Fees for the Wall. They will do anything for that Green Card, What’s Next on the List? – September 13, 2018.

Rep. Yoder’s India Lobby Offers $$$ to Jump Line for Green Cards

Immigration Voice Big Mouths Shout they will Pay Big $$$ for the Green Card Giveaway to Get in Front of the Line to Help Pay for the Hurricane and last January they said they Help Would Pay Fees for the Wall. They will do anything for that Green Card, What’s Next on the List?
Notable quote: In January, the group said their funds could be used to pay for a border wall, said McClatchy: “The Indian high-skilled workers will gladly, enthusiastically and happily pay for the wall if given an opportunity to do so in order to get fair treatment on green card waiting times,” said Leon Fresco, an attorney for Immigration Voice, an advocacy group working with members of Congress on the measure.”

Neil Munro on the Yoder Beat, I paste the first few para’s you can read the rest:

“A group of Indian visa-workers is offering to pay the federal government $1,500 per family to jump the line for green cards, according to a friendly report by the McClatchy news bureau.”

“The proposed trade would send just $1,500 from each Indian family to the federal treasury in exchange for a fast-track to the hugely valuable prize of citizenship for at least 100,000 outsourcing-workers and their family members.”

“That small payment would save the Indians from paying lawyers’ fees, allow them to compete directly against American professionals for jobs, and allow them to quickly begin the chain-migration process for their many parents and siblings. The money could be used to fund the Federal Emergency Management Agency, say the advocates, who are also hoping their proposal will be supported by their ally, Kansas GOP Rep. Kevin Yoder.”

“It goes from insulting to preposterous to propose such a thing,” countered Jessica Vaughan, policy director at the Center for Immigration Studies. She continued:

“It is insulting for them to think they should get to jump in line ahead of others for paying a ridiculously low sum of money, and it is preposterous [for them] to think they somehow are preferred immigrants over millions of others who have been sponsored and are waiting their turn in line.”

“The McClatchy news service reported the offer from the Indian group, Immigration Voice:

Immigration lobbyists are pitching a plan to pay for disaster relief by charging high-skilled workers from India and China a fee to obtain green cards.”

“And they’re leaning hard on Rep. Kevin Yoder, R-Kansas, to help … under this proposal green card applicants from certain countries could pay an additional fee to bypass the green card backlog. The money would be would be earmarked for disaster relief, which [the group’s lawyer also] said would increase the chances of passing green card policy reforms.”
“An additional $1,500 green card fee for all employment-based Chinese and Indian immigrants would raise $1.5 billion over 10 years, according to an analysis by Immigration Voice. A fee of $2,500 would raise another $1 billion …”

In January, the group said their funds could be used to pay for a border wall, said McClatchy:

“Mexico refuses to pay for President Donald Trump’s wall, but advocates representing another group of foreign workers legally in the U.S. say they would eagerly raise billions for the barrier if it’d help them get green cards faster.”

“Who? Under the proposal, Indian and Chinese tech workers would step up and kick in $2,500 each or more in fees if it meant they could get their green cards after five or six years instead of waiting decades as some do now.”

“The Indian high-skilled workers will gladly, enthusiastically and happily pay for the wall if given an opportunity to do so in order to get fair treatment on green card waiting times,” said Leon Fresco, an attorney for Immigration Voice, an advocacy group working with members of Congress on the measure.”

“The Immigration Voice group says it represents up to 300,000 Indian outsourcing workers, plus up to 300,000 family members, who are waiting for green-cards that have been sponsored by their employers. The group is already working closely with Yoder to pass a fast-track green-card bill in the 2019 appropriations bills.”

LEON FRESCO BUILD THAT WALL, SOAK UP ALL THE HURRICANE RAIN, KISS EVERY BABY AND YODER’S ASS FOR THOSE GREEN CARDS, $$$ TALKS IN ORDER TO GET IN FRONT OF THE LINE$$$ WHOOPS, JUST GOT TICKETS FOR THE FRONT OF THE LINE FOR THE MOVIE TITANIC


What is this SIIA acronym all about?

SIIA Another Indian lobbyist group that pours $$$ into DC and congress works with Immigration Voice to get green cards for every one of the H-1Bs and there family members. Hundreds of thousand of middle class American jobs at stake
https://siia.us/

They joined forces with Immigration Voice to promote the H-1B visa and H.R. 392: Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2017.

“SIIA has long been a leading supporter of high-skilled immigration reform, including reform of both the H-1B visa and employment-based green card
programs, critical elements for U.S. companies to recruit and retain the necessary talent to compete in the global economy"


What is this SIIA acronym REALLY all about?
ANSWER: INDIAN DC LOBBY FRONT GROUP LOBBYIST, BACKEND END TO SIIA -CLASSICAL DC BUSINESS GARBAGE!

What is this SIIA acronym all about? ANSWER: DC Lobby Group, I live here, easy to spot, smell and point out - CLASSICAL DC VERBIAGE GARBAGE

About SIIA (FROM WEB SITE)

The Software & Information Industry Association is the principal trade association for the software and digital content industry. SIIA provides global services in government relations, business development, corporate education and intellectual property protection to the leading companies that are setting the pace for the digital age.
IT is Highly possible, if not Probable that SIIA was a collaborator or DOT CONNECTER between the Immigration Voice Indians and Congresspersons, after all who has time for DIALING FOR DOLLARS ($$$)? SIIA arrange huggy bear meetings for the Indian lobbyist groups.

**About SIIA (FROM WEB SITE)**

The Software & Information Industry Association is the principal trade association for the software and digital content industry. SIIA provides global services in government relations, business development, corporate education and intellectual property protection to the leading companies that are setting the pace for the digital age.

It is highly possible, if not probable that SIIA was a collaborator or DOT CONNECTER between the IV Indians and Congresspersons, after all who has time for DIALING FOR DOLLARS ($$$)? SIIA may have arranged the meeting, I am hearing that everybody is talking about it, I’m just saying what I heard………

“SIIA aggressively promotes and protects the interests of its member companies in legal and public policy debates by working with state, federal and international policymakers and participating in landmark legal decisions. SIIA supports the development of a robust global electronic marketplace that is diverse and highly competitive.” DC BS FOR 1% SOA Services, I MEAN SOL Services for IT.

![About Policy](http://www.siia.net/)

They joined forces with Immigration Voice to promote the H-1B visa and H.R. 392: Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2017 and 2018.
“SIIA has long been a leading supporter of high-skilled immigration reform, including reform of both the H-1B visa and employment-based green card programs, critical elements for U.S. companies to recruit and retain the necessary talent to compete in the global economy”

WE HAVE NOW CONNECTED THE DC DOTS.

**Day One of the IV - Immigration Voice Indian Lobby Party in DC** - **Goal is SIMPLE:** Get Green Cards to all INDIAN IT workers in 1 year, that way all jobs requiring US Citizenship are for their taking. The event is on a secret Capitol Hill location, close to the Congressman now back in session and dialing for $$$.

**Good timing IV - Immigration Voice, Money talks in DC, Bull Shit Walks** – **September 6, 2016.**

---

Indian Lobbyists “Our most significant advocacy event this year begins with a full day of training and strategy session. High skilled immigrants from 38 states have gathered here today. 3 days, 350+ Congressional meetings. We are just getting started.

IV - Immigration Voice is a national non-profit organization working to foster American innovation and alleviate the problems faced by legal high-skilled future Americans in the United States. They are complaining that a 1.5 Million backlog in Green Cards is preventing their pursuit of happiness and US workers being displaced.
Immigration Voice keeps this handy chart around just in case they forget,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUPS</th>
<th>Pro/Anti Immigrant</th>
<th>Pro/Anti Immigration</th>
<th>Pro/Anti US-Workers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immigration Voice</td>
<td>Pro Immigrant</td>
<td>Pro Immigration</td>
<td>Pro US-Workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration Lawyers</td>
<td>Anti Immigrant</td>
<td>Pro Immigration</td>
<td>Anti US-Workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companies</td>
<td>Anti Immigrant</td>
<td>Pro Immigration</td>
<td>Anti US-Workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWD.us</td>
<td>Anti Immigrant</td>
<td>Pro Immigration</td>
<td>Anti US-Workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NumbersUSA</td>
<td>Anti Immigrant</td>
<td>Anti Immigration</td>
<td>Pro US-Workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIR</td>
<td>Anti Immigrant</td>
<td>Anti Immigration</td>
<td>Pro US-Workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unions</td>
<td>Anti Immigrant</td>
<td>Anti Immigration</td>
<td>Pro US-Workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>Anti Immigrant</td>
<td>Pro Immigration</td>
<td>Anti US-Workers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV knows how to suck up; the Obama White House mouths were wide open.

What's the Matter with Kansas? Rep, Kevin Yoder - You can always depend on Kansas elected republicans to fuck over their own people. Kansas is a mess
and the dumb voter people who live their keep on voting in the same old tired ToTo Dorothy in a Tornado Basket case.

American Jobs while Americans get new homes on the streets.

https://www.facebook.com/ImmigrationVoice/photos/a.377932512272979.88535.243363639063201/1226745607391661/?type=3&theater
Look at the Photo Timeline, one congressperson party love fest after another. Love and beads make for HAPPY HAPPY. Smiles Everywhere, Why Not, she get flowers. BTW, nice house, deck, and yard, big $$$.

Timeline Photo 9 of 75 Congresswomen whatshename? Awwwwwww So Sweet! Zoe Lofgren is that you?

My 2016 comment, like all other American comment on IV’s page, was deleted. Do not want to to ruin Zoe’s moment.
Day Two of the IV - Immigration Voice Indian Lobby Party in DC - Day One was a training session on how to walk the halls of the congressional offices and meet and greet - now that the Crapweasels are back in session and dialing for $$$.


Another Day in Capitol Hill, another IT Traitor and America Last Congressman in the IV - Immigration Voice pocket.

Look at the Photo Timeline, one congressional office party at a time. Love the little cute doggie even. Smiles everywhere, more congress crapweasels to
feed and breed. The numbers are going up for HR 213 while American workers are being slammed to the poor house.


Let’s see, I had to look closely at the plague at the wall, Robert B. Casey, He be a Senator from Pennsylvania, hey Immigration Voice, that was a BIG FISH - GOOD CATCH.
The training session on Day Two was simple, just follow the orange arrows, nod and greet, smile, have your hand on your wallet raise your eyebrow that is how DC works.

**IV - Immigration Voice - U ROCK the Halls of Congress - U GOT MOJO and NUMBERS on UR SIDE!**

"With 350+ Congressional meetings in progress, it is tough to find the time to post updates on social media."

"But we are now adding more co-sponsors than we can keep a track of!"

"Immigration Voice members continue to spread the word here in Washington DC. We are getting feedback from our new members about how every office is aware of the Green Card backlog issue and continues to thank Immigration Voice for their advocacy efforts across the country and where it really matters. Washington DC)"

**Hey cannot go wrong with flowers. Nicely done.**

"H.R. 213 is now trending as the #1 bill on Congress.gov for 4 straight weeks. We are closing in on No. 100!"
IV - Immigration Voice is only for Indian Voices, several SAVE page American readers commented and ALL of the comments have been deleted by IV. They want to live in America, but when it comes to Freedom of Speech and opinions that do not fit their selfish perspective, then they DO NOT WANT to SEE or HANDLE THE TRUTH. I have received reports of comments being deleted and I snagged an example for the sake of evidence and truth be told.

The IV - Immigration Admin has not allowed any LIKEs or Comments or Reply - READ ONLY for the arrowed SAVE page readers. I thank you for your postings, now these people know that they cannot have it their way and that somebody is watching, we have our EYE on YOU IV - Immigration and the rest of the wrecking crew.

QUESTION: Can you like and respond to comment and make posts on IV - Immigration Voice? I cannot like or reply just READ only. SNAG of what they deleted today.
Indian Perry Mason you are a LOL LMFAO type of guy.
Oh Oh, Ha Ha Object deleted in the middle of my mouse click.

No Americans or non-Indians are allowed to comment or like on their Fucked UP FB page, the FB admin is on duty 24-7 eyes clued to the screen on the lookout.
Phee Moungh
It appears that IV - Immigration Voice is only for Indian Voices, several American readers have commented on IV successes and ALL of the comments have been deleted by IV Admin. IV - Immigration Voice wants to live in America, but when it come to Freedom of Speech and opinions that do not fit their perspective, then they DO NOT WANT to SEE or HANDLE THE TRUTH. I have seen reports of comments being deleted and one individual caught then right in the middle of the act when he was mouse clicking while the comment was deleted. I got this message: “Unable to like this object because it is not accessible (it may have been removed or you may no longer have permission to see it).”
Day Three of the IV - Immigration Voice Indian Lobby Party in DC. The Proud and Happy Indian Lobbyists have glad handed there away around DC and got that 100 Cosponsor count. Just look at the strut stature of Jason, he is a man’s man. Cute shoes, hey Jason want to me for a drink at this bar I know about on P Street? – September 8, 2016.

Day 3 in Capitol Hill, another IT Traitor and America Last Congressman in the IV - Immigration Voice pocket.

I like that “Lobbyists salivate” line, but you got it wrong, it is slobbering like a dog over these congressmen is what a true DC Lobbyists does; that among other things I can not speak of in a public forum, any way you will learn.

YOU WASTED YOUR TIME AND MONEY BECAUSE H.R @!# IS NOT GOING TO HAPPEN TINKER BELL.
Let me quote the Joy of Democracy from our IV advocacy brethren:

“Just crossed 100. Time to celebrate a milestone.”

We thank Immigration Voice members and volunteers across the country.

“At our most significant advocacy event of the year, high skilled immigrants from 38 states converged in Washington DC to make their voice heard. Folks took 2-3 days away from home and family over a long weekend. We applaud their effort and character.

Over 2 days, we had 350+ congressional meetings asking for support. We concluded our effort with a private discussion with our Champion, Congressman Jason Chaffetz.

In the words of his staff "Our phones don't stop ringing and we are getting multiple co-sponsorships every hour"

“In the words of Congressman Chaffetz "Proud of you guys"

“It is a great moment for everyone to take a moment and retrospect. This is not easy stuff. The idea of coming up with a concept. Then building consensus, getting a bill introduced and passed (2011). Getting knocked down - but yet, have the ability to rise again and start with 16 co sponsors - and get to 100 with bipartisan support with grassroots advocacy. This is unheard of in Washington DC.”
“Lobbyists salivate and hope to work on such legislation, at least once in their lifetime.”

“For folks that joined us in DC. We want you to be proud of yourself. Keep radiating this energy to your friends and family.”

“The time is now. Let's get this done. Do your part and contact your local representatives to get support for a bipartisan bill, H.R. 213 - The Fairness for High Skilled Immigrants Act.”

END QUOTE.

https://www.facebook.com/ImmigrationVoice/photos/a.377932512272979.88535.243363639063201/1228741577192064/?type=3&theater

Hey IV - Immigration Voice - you can scammed by congress, the whole co-sponsors thing us just an act, a big circus cluster fuck designed to make it seem like something is going to happen when it is not going to happen. A former house staff member explains how the systems works. You got Uncle Suckered. Hey, at least you helped the DC economy.

“As your representatives in the least productive Congress in history head out on a five-week vacation, it’s worth considering what it is they do with their two-and-a-half day work weeks. They’re not funding the government. They’re not solving problems. They’re not passing legislation.”

“They do, however, spend a significant amount of time and effort on a well-known but not well-understood practice: bill co-sponsorships. And despite the inordinate attention given to rounding up co-sponsors, bragging about co-sponsors and arguing about co-sponsors, it turns out that co-sponsoring bills in Congress doesn’t matter.”

http://www.salon.com/2013/08/02/congress_favorite_time_wasting_scam_co_sponsoring_bills/

IV - Immigration Voice is only for Indian Voices, several SAVE page American readers commented and ALL of the comments have been deleted by IV. They want to live in America, but when it come to Freedom of Speech and opinions that do not fit their selfish perspective, then they DO NOT WANT to SEE or HANDLE THE TRUTH. I have received reports of comments being deleted and I snagged an example for the sake of evidence and truth be told.

The IV - Immigration Admin has not allowed any LIKES or Comments or Reply - READ ONLY for the arrowed SAVE page readers. I thank you for your postings, now these people know that they cannot have it their way and that
somebody is watching, we have our EYE on YOU IV - Immigration and the rest of the wrecking crew.

"Unable to like this object because it is not accessible (it may have been removed or you may no longer have permission to see it)."

American makes Comment

Out SAVE page reader got maybe 10 minutes of the allotted freedom of speech Immigration Voice they so covets when for those fucking green cards.
Just wait a couple of minutes, then zap, American comment is gone. So is Jason Chafshit of Utah
"IV - Immigration Voice - U ROCK the Halls of Congress - U GOT MOJO and NUMBERS on UR SIDE!"

IV footprints are all over the halls.

The Cato Institute is a long time player in ESTABLISHMENT REPUBLICAN BIG BUSINESS CIRCLES that have screwed ALL Americans for Decades. Maybe this is why the Trump - Sanders Rebellion is Occurring.

In the past these types of organization have quietly collected big $$$ for influence in Congress during the day while at night they go home to their fancy DC and Northern Virginia and Maryland draped houses. They cannot hide any more. BTW - The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) - are they in the News?

IT workers are not playing April Fools Day Anymore.

I QUOTE THE OPENING PARAGRAPHS.

“Costs and Benefits of Guest Worker Visa Quotas Determined by Formulas”

“On April 1st, the federal government will begin accepting petitions for hiring workers on the H-1B visa—a temporary visa for skilled workers. H-1B visas for highly skilled workers are annually limited to 85,000 for private firms. There is no numerical limit for H-1Bs employed at non-profit research institutions affiliated with universities. The numerical cap for private firms was reached in fiscal years 2015 and 2016 within seven days after applications could be submitted. During poor economic times, the visa cap can take months to fill, but it does do so without fail except for the years 2001 to 2003 when the cap was increased to 195,000 annually during a poor economy.[i] “

“There are obvious economic benefits from adding more skilled workers so the numbers should be expanded greatly, preferably without government-created limits. Taking a page from the Senate’s 2013 immigration reform bill (S. 744), one way to expand the numbers and adjust them annually based on market conditions would be through a formula that takes into account labor market conditions. The formula could be a big improvement to the current system but it also carries several risks.”

“There are some rules of thumb the government should follow if it chooses to create such a formula. It should be simple and based on publicly available economic data like the unemployment rate. The formula should not include variables such as the opinions of various stakeholders or appointed officials. For example, unions or technology firms should not be able to pull a number from their respective black boxes to influence the outcome: any decision should be purely based on publicly available economic data. Finally, if guest worker visas are assigned to sector- or occupation-specific areas of the economy, the economic data applicable to that sector of occupation should be the only data relevant in calculating the number of visas issued.”

Learning from S. 744
S. 744 included a formula that would adjust the number of W-visas issued each year beginning four years after it was created. The formula was complex and included:

The number of applications for the W-visa in the previous year,

The number of job positions open for the visa,

The number of currently unemployed Americans,

The number of unemployed Americans last year,

The current Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) job openings,

The number of BLS job openings from last year, and

Numerical recommendations of the Commissioner, or Migration Czar, of the newly-created Bureau of Immigration and Labor Market Research.

The formula is a manageable improvement over the current restrictive system except for the last two points.

Migration Czar

“A Migration Czar’s decisions would be very important in setting the number of W-visas because his decision is heavily weighted. His input increases economic uncertainty because it could change without regard to any external factor. In a Democratic administration, the appointed Migration Czar could be a supporter of organized labor and, thus, likely recommend lower numbers. In a Republican administration, the Migration Czar could be a supporter of employers and, thus, likely recommend higher visa numbers. Far from creating an objective means of determining future visa flows, the Migration Czar could skew the number of visas toward political considerations and away from economic ones.”

I END QUOTE THE OPENING PARAGRAPHS.

THE REST OF IT IS GOBBLECOG DC LOBBYIST BS.

CATO and the American Enterprise Institute (AEI), Heritage Foundation - THE GIG IS UP. The F__K JOB YOU Have Done to the THE US POPULATION IS COMING TO AN END.

THE PEASANTS ARE IN REVOLT.

I HAVE A FORMULA for CATO and Rest of the Numerous DC Weasels.

H-1B = 0.
CATO + H-1B = NULL VALUES.

MEET LEGAL IMMIGRANTS FOR EQUALITY (LIFE) - BASED IN INDIA, SMALL ELITE GROUP THAT IS UPSET ABOUT THE SLOW PROCESS OF OBTAINING A GREEN CARD WAITING FOR THE DAY THEY CAN COME TO USA FOR THEIR DUES

Legal Immigrants For Equality (LIFE) - based in India, small elite group that is upset about the slow process of obtaining a green card among other issues including a possible hunger strike in front of the White House.

An Indian that was an H-1B and had to return to India after being abuse by Citibank and Tata 3rd parties somehow got me invited into this closed group where I just observed there post and snagged some images, especially of USA congressman betraying their constituents in favor of foreign interests.

Once LIFE found out about the SAITJ posts they politely send me FB PM messages, I did not respond, this went on for a couple of weeks, finally they got smart and banned from the LIFE page, that was OK, I found out about Immigration Voices and IV had plenty of material, It was 2016, I never heard of IV, the US media never mentioned, them, they could have lived on Mars as far as I was concerned, after posting for 3 years, it was about time. After Immigration Voice and their exploits were exposed, it was game on and gloves off, I started tracking Immigration Voice and posting images of congressman.

Legal Immigrants For Equality (LIFE) - based in India, small elite group that is upset about the slow process of obtaining a green card among other issues including a possible hunger strike in front of the White House.

An Indian that was an H-1B and had to return to India after being abuse by Citibank and Tata 3rd parties somehow got me invited into this closed group where I just observed there post and snagged some images, especially of USA congressman betraying their constituents in favor of foreign interests.

Once LIFE found out about the SAITJ posts they politely send me FB PM messages, I did not respond, this went on for a couple of weeks, finally they got smart and banned from the LIFE page, that was OK, I found out about Immigration Voices and IV had plenty of material, It was 2016, I never heard of IV, the US media never mentioned, them, they could have lived on Mars as far as I was concerned, after posting for 3 years, it was about time. After Immigration Voice and their exploits were exposed, it was game on and gloves off, I started tracking Immigration Voice and posting images of congressman.
hugging and smiling for Indian interest and not on the interest of USA IT workers. I guess you can call these congresspersons traitors of some type.

They have a POS twitter account: https://twitter.com/lifecoreusa?lang=en

LIFE and IV are friends, they shared photos of congressman, which I posted. They eventually found out I was on the site and banned me, too late, mission accomplished, Black Ops exposed. FU,

IV - Immigration Voice is a national non-profit organization working to foster American innovation and alleviate the problems faced by legal high-skilled future Americans in the United States. They are complaining that a 1.5 Million backlog in Green Cards is preventing their pursuit of happiness and US workers being displaced. They are BIG time from San Jose CA. They have a big event in DC in Sept, MORE ON THAT LATER.
MEET THE MASSACHUSETTS CONGRESSMAN WHO IS ALL ABOUT HELPING THE INDIANS AND NOT HIS FELLOW CITIZENS - CONGRESSMAN JIM McGOVERN (DEM-2ND CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS) - AMHERST - WORCESTER TERRITORY

MEET A MASSACHUSETTS CONGRESSMAN WHO IS ALL ABOUT HELPING THE INDIANS AND NOT HIS FELLOW CITIZENS - CONGRESSMAN JIM McGOVERN (DEM-2ND CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS) - AMHERST - WORCESTER TERRITORY

AUGUST 18, 2016.

Meet the Massachusetts Congressman who is ALL ABOUT HELPING THE INDIANS and NOT HIS FELLOW CITIZENS - Congressman Jim McGovern (Dem-2nd Congressional District of Massachusetts) - Amherst - Worcester Territory
The Topic: H.R.213 - Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2015

A bill in congress designed to help Indians bring in more of their fellow citizens into the USA leaving USA workers living the life of hell we know so well in the global economy.

On August 9, the Indian wrecking crew did a visit to the Hill and this was promised: “Our 73rd cosponsor. Jim McGovern from MA 02. Special thanks to Shekar Pandiyan. Without his initiative this would not have been possible for getting the appointment. Thanks to Anuj Dhamija, Sadhak Sengupta Anirudha Accanoor and all others who showed up today at the meeting. Thanks everyone.”

Congressman Jim McGovern got caught in a HAPPY HAPPY FIST BUMP session in an Indian photo session from a closed Indian based Facebook site. You can hide but not you CANNOT RUN Congressman. Essentially you have screwed the STEM students from your district.

Here is a POST of reflections from one Immigration Voice of the wrecking crew members commented praising the glory of the congressman:

“Meeting the congressional representatives is not as intimidating as you think. I was fortunate to have had the opportunity to meet one of them this week.”

“We were a group of 12 individuals, so we had to be fitted in a conference room. The congressman greeted us, and individually asked us for our introductions.”

“He listened to our introductions attentively, and then spoke openly about why he thought legal immigration was so important to this country. He also acknowledged the contributions of people like us into the economy. While he expressed his full support and sponsorship to the bill, one key remark that struck a chord. Not all congressional representatives know about the H.R.213 bill. And, there are going to be many bills that may be getting squeezed in to the next few months. So, it is up to each one of us to make them aware and request them to cosponsor this bill, and bring it to the forefront.

Folks -- Do not lose the golden opportunity this month. Congressional representatives are in your home state and districts hosting townhalls, coffees. If you call, you may even be able to score a half hour meeting with them in an area nearby (and not in DC). H.R 213, although a small bill, has a monumental impact for each one of us. So much hard work has gone into this, it is now time to rise to the occasion and do your part. I am sure there is a lot of support available, and that too from seasoned individuals here and in other forums. Feel free to reach out and get involved.”
“One day you can tell your kids/grandkids that you were part of a movement to bring fairness. Something to be very proud of!”

Anirudha Accanoor Meeting the congressional representatives is not as intimidating as you think. I was fortunate to have had the opportunity to meet one of them this week.

We were a group of 12 individuals, so we had to be fitted in a conference room. The congressman greeted us, and individually asked us for our introductions. He listened to our introductions attentively, and then spoke openly about why he thought legal immigration was so important to this country. He also acknowledged the contributions of people like us into the economy. While he expressed his full support and sponsorship to the bill, one key remark that struck a chord. Not all congressional representatives know about the H.R.213 bill. And, there are going to be many bills that may be getting squeezed in to the next few months. So, it is up to each one of us to make them aware and request them to cosponsor this bill, and bring it to the forefront.

Folks -- Do not lose the golden opportunity this month. Congressional representatives are in your home state and districts hosting townhalls, coffees. If you call, you may even be able to score a half hour meeting with them in an area nearby (and not in DC). H.R 213, although a small bill, has a monumental impact for each one of us. So much hard work has gone into this, it is now time to rise to the occasion and do your part. I am sure there is a lot of support available, and that too from seasoned individuals here and in other forums. Feel free to reach out and get involved.

One day you can tell your kids/grandkids that you were part of a movement to bring fairness. Something to be very proud of!

Like · Reply · 3 · August 11 at 10:45pm · Edited

Anirudha Accanoor replied · 3 Replies

The congressman picture was featured in a Facebook site in India for a group called Legal Immigrants For Equality (LIFE) - based in India, small elite group that is upset about the slow process of obtaining a green card among other issues including a possible hunger strike in front of the White House.

IV - Immigration Voice is a national non-profit organization working to foster American innovation and alleviate the problems faced by legal high-skilled future Americans in the United States. They are complaining that a 1.5 Million backlog in Green Cards is preventing their pursuit of happiness and US workers being displaced. They are BIG time from San Jose CA. They have a big event in DC in Sept HERE THE TEASER.
It seems easy for Indian guys to get into DC and meet with our congress fuck heads than WE THE PEOPLE.

Our 73rd cosponsor, Jim McGovern from MA 02. Special thanks to Shekar Pandiyam. Without his initiative this would not have been possible for getting the appointment. Thanks to Anuj Dhamija, Sadhak Sengupta Anirudha Accanoo and all others who showed up today at the meeting. Thanks everyone.
He is NOT alone, approximate 69 other congresspersons are PRO INDIAN and for all intents and purposes PRO H-1B

WHAT CAN I SAY? THE MORE I DIG THE MORE I FIND ESTABLISHMENT POLITICIANS ON BOTH SIDES BETRAYING AMERICAN WORKERS LEFT AND RIGHT.

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/114/hr213/details

CONGRESSMAN JOE BARTON GOT CAUGHT IN A HOE DOWN KISSY LOVE SESSION IN A INDIAN PHOTO SESSION FROM A CLOSED INDIAN BASED FACEBOOK SITE. YOU CAN HIDE BUT NOT YOU CANNOT RUN

CONGRESSMAN - AUGUST 20TH, 2016.

Congressman Joe Barton got caught in a HOE DOWN KISSY LOVE session in an Indian photo session from a closed Indian based Facebook site. You can hide but not you CANNOT RUN Congressman.

"Meet a Texas Congressman who is ALL ABOUT HELPING THE INDIANS and NOT HIS FELLOW CITIZENS - Congressman Joe Barton of Texas-6th - Waco (Whacko) Territory
I FOUND ANOTHER ONE - TEXAS CONGRESSMAN ARE INFAMOUS BAD NEWS FOR ALL LIVING CREATURES.

The Topic: H.R.213 - Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2015

A bill in congress designed to help Indians bring in more of their fellow citizens into the USA leaving USA workers living the life of unemployment we know so well in the global economy.

On August 12, the Indian wrecking crew did a visit to the Hill and this was promised by Texas Joe: “As part of our townhall efforts we attended the townhall meeting f of honorable congressman Joe Barton of TX-6th District. It was attended by LIFE, IV and SIIA volunteers. The meeting with the congressman after the townhall was lead by Aditya Sen of Immigration Voice and our very own SivaKumar. This meeting was also attending by Kranthi from LIFE. SIIA group members were also present and supported the Nobel cause. Is also worth to be noted that our valuable member and IV volunteer Zoh Bhar also met with congressman earlier in the week. The congressman heard us patiently and we are optimistic of his support. On behalf of our group we thank honorable congressman for his time and support…”

Congressman Joe Barton got caught in a HOE DOWN KISSY LOVE session in a Indian photo session from a closed Indian based Facebook site. You can hide but not you CANNOT RUN Congressman.

He is NOT alone, approximate 69 other congresspersons are PRO INDIAN and for all intents and purposes PRO H-1B.

WHAT CAN I SAY? THE MORE I DIG THE MORE I FIND ESTABLISHMENT POLITICIANS ON BOTH SIDES BETRAYING AMERICAN WORKERS LEFT AND RIGHT.

SAITJ Editors Note: No worries about Texas Joe, he is gone now, he resigned after he got caught in a HOE DOWN KISSY LOVE sex scandal. Media report: “Rep. Joe Barton (Tex.), one of the longest-serving Republicans in the House, announced Thursday that he will not seek another term representing his suburban Dallas-Fort Worth district.”

“The announcement came after news reports revealing that Barton had carried on extramarital relationships with multiple women before his 2015 divorce. A lewd photo he sent to one of those women circulated online last week, prompting Barton to apologize.” (Joe was fat old guy naked masturbating to impress some sugar honey, it was ugly)

Remember the Texas Congressman who was ALL ABOUT HELPING THE INDIANS and NOT THEIR FELLOW CITIZENS - Congressman Joe Barton of Texas-6th - Waco (Whacko) Territory?

The Topic: H.R.213 - Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2015

A bill in congress designed to help Indians bring in more of their fellow citizens into the USA leaving USA workers living the life of unemployment hell we know so well in the global economy.

I paid him a visit to Facebook, a kind remark that we are watching him and the other 73 plus Congressman that the Indians have lined up like ducks in a row.

FACEBOOK POST SENT TO Congressman Joe Barton (Rep-Texas-6) :
Congressman, I ran across a Facebook post in which you were photographed with some Indians that are out to get visas to get US Worker jobs, specifically IT jobs like the ones lost to Indians all over Texas including Fossil. The Topic: H.R.213 - Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2015.

H.R.213 is a bill in congress designed to help Indians bring in more of their fellow citizens into the USA leaving USA workers living the life of unemployment we know so well in the global economy.

I saw this August 12 meeting result and quotes from Indian lobbyists from an FB page:

“As part of our townhall efforts we attended the townhall meeting f of honorable congressman Joe Barton of TX-6th District. It was attended by LIFE, IV and SIIA volunteers. The meeting with the congressman after the townhall was lead by Aditya Sen of Immigration Voice and our very own SivaKumar. This meeting was also attending by Kranthi from LIFE. SIIA group members were also present and supported the Nobel cause. Is also worth to be noted that our valuable member and IV volunteer Zoh Bhar also met with congressman earlier in the week. The congressman heard us patiently and we are optimistic of his support. On behalf of our group we thank honorable congressman for his time and support..”

---

**Phoe Moung** People in Texas have a long history of voting against their own interest then turn around and complain about immigration.

Note 2 people in TX - YOU CANNOT HAVE IT BOTH WAYS.

Unlike · Reply · Message · 1 · August 21 at 7:52am

**Jon Rob** What a complete LOSER!!!!!

Unlike · Reply · Message · 4 · August 20 at 1:38pm

... 

**Eric Mostad** Joe Barton is a TRAITOR to his fellow TEXANS. He needs to be VOTED OUT on his next reelection 😝

Unlike · Reply · Message · 3 · August 20 at 1:50pm
SHAME ON YOU working with the Indians to get them jobs that American should have. Another example of our elected representatives working for foreign guest worker interests and NOT THEIR FELLOW CITIZENS.

MEET A CALIFORNIA CONGRESSMAN WHO IS ALL ABOUT HELPING THE INDIANS AND NOT HIS FELLOW CITIZENS - CONGRESSMAN ERIC SWALWELL’S (DEM-CA-15) - EASTERN ALAMEDA COUNTY, INCLUDING CASTRO VALLEY, PLEASANTON, LIVERMORE, FREMONT WINE COUNTRY. THESE CALIFORNIA DEMOCRATS DROP EVERYTHING WHEN THE INDIANS COME TO VISIT, ONE WONDERS - TALK DOES NOT COME CHEAP IN DC – AUGUST 8, 2016.

Meet a California Congressman who is ALL ABOUT HELPING THE INDIANS and NOT HIS FELLOW CITIZENS - Congressman Eric Swalwell's (Dem-CA-15) - Eastern Alameda County, including Castro Valley, Pleasanton, Livermore, Fremont
Wine Country. These California Democrats Drop Everything when the Indians Come to Visit, One Wonders - Talk Does not Come Cheap in DC.

The Topic: H.R.213 - Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2015

A bill in congress designed to help Indians bring in more of their fellow citizens into the USA leaving USA workers living the life of SUCK we know so well in the global economy.

On August 13, the Indian wrecking crew did a visit to the Hill and this was promised: “Updates from Congressman Eric Swalwell’s (Dem-CA-15) Townhall meeting - Again folks from SIIA, LIFE and IV came together. The meeting started a bit late so our turn didn't come for the question. Fortunately, we got few minutes with the Congressman afterwards. He listened to us and promised to extend his full support to bring HR213 bill to vote. He acknowledged the value immigrants bring to this country. Thanks to everyone who showed up”.

Congressman Eric Swalwell’s got caught in a HAPPY HUFFY HUGGY BEAR session with an Indian photo session from a closed Indian based Facebook site. You can hide but not you CANNOT RUN Congressman.

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/114/hr213/summary

He is NOT alone, approximate 72 other congresspersons are PRO INDIAN and for all intents and purposes PRO H-1B.
MEET THE ILLINOIS CONGRESS TEAM WHO ARE ALL ABOUT HELPING THE INDIANS AND NOT THEIR FELLOW CITIZENS - CONGRESSMAN RANDY HULTGREN (REP-ILLINOIS-14) - DEKALB, DUPAGE AND CHICAGO SUBURBS AND CONGRESSWOMAN ROBIN KELLY (DEM-ILLINOIS-02) - CHICAGO SOUTH COOK AUGUST 25, 2016.

I THOUGHT THAT ILLINOIS WAS LIBERAL AND A UNION STATE AND A VICTIM OF ABBOTT LABS - BUT THESE ILLINOIS REPRESENTATIVES HAVE THEIR EYES WIDE OPEN FOR INDIANS AND EYES WIDE SHUT FOR THE PLIGHT OF IT WORKERS.

The Topic: H.R.213 - Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2015

A bill in congress designed to help Indians bring in more of their fellow citizens into the USA leaving USA workers living the life of unemployment hell we know so well in the global economy.
On August 22, the Indian wrecking crew did a visit to the Hill and this was promised:

"Hello Illinois IV Team! We have got another cosponsorship from our Congressman Randy Hultgren R-IL-14 on Friday August 19th 2016 thus adding two cosponsors consecutively in two days including Congresswoman Robin Kelly D-IL-02 on Thursday August 18th 2016 for HR 213 Bill. We are steadily and strongly moving towards our goal of 100 cosponsors by Labor Day Holiday! Go IL-IV Team."

Congressman Randy Hultgren got caught in a NICE SWEATER session in a Indian photo session from a closed Indian based Facebook site. You can hide but not you CANNOT RUN Congressman.

U.S. Congresswoman Robin Kelly (D-IL), chairwoman of the Congressional Black Caucus Health Braintrust. Yes, Braintrust - BRAIN DEAD perhaps.
Robin Lynne Kelly is an American politician from Illinois who has served as the U.S. Representative for Illinois's 2nd congressional district since 2013. [Wikipedia]

**Born:** April 30, 1956 (age 60), New York City, NY

**Candidate for:** United States Representative, IL 2nd District

**Party:** Democratic Party

**Office:** United States Representative since 2013

IV - Immigration Voice is a national non-profit organization working to foster American innovation and alleviate the problems faced by legal high-skilled future Americans in the United States. They are complaining that a 1.5 Million backlog in Green Cards is preventing their pursuit of happiness and US workers being displaced.
They are NOT alone, approximate 72 other congresspersons are PRO INDIAN and for all intents and purposes PRO H-1B. Goal for the Indian lobbyists is 100 Betrayers of American Workers.

WHAT CAN I SAY? THE MORE I DIG THE MORE I FIND ESTABLISHMENT POLITICIANS ON BOTH SIDES ARE BETRAYING AMERICAN WORKERS LEFT AND RIGHT.

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/114/hr213/details
Remember the Illinois Congressman who was ALL ABOUT HELPING THE INDIANS and NOT THEIR FELLOW CITIZENS - Congressman Randy Hultgren (Rep-Illinois-14) - DeKalb, DuPage and Chicago Suburbs? I paid him a visit to Facebook, a kind remark that we are watching him and the other 73 plus Congressman that the Indians have lined up like ducks in a row. – August 31, 2016.
Remember the Illinois Congressman who was ALL ABOUT HELPING THE INDIANS and NOT THEIR FELLOW CITIZENS - Congressman Randy Hultgren (Rep-Illinois-14) - DeKalb, DuPage and Chicago Suburbs?

The Topic: H.R.213 - Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2015

A bill in congress designed to help Indians bring in more of their fellow citizens into the USA leaving USA workers living the life of unemployment hell we know so well in the global economy.

I paid him a visit to Facebook, a kind remark that we are watching him and the other 73 plus Congressman that the Indians have lined up like ducks in a row.

FACEBOOK POST SENT TO Congressman Randy Hultgren (Rep-Illinois-14):

“Congressman, I ran across a Facebook post in which you were photographed with some Indians that are out to get visas to get US Worker jobs, specifically IT jobs like the ones lost at Abbott Labs. The Topic: H.R.213 - Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2015

A bill in congress designed to help Indians bring in more of their fellow citizens into the USA leaving USA workers living the life of unemployment we know so well in the global economy.

I saw this meeting result and quotes from Indian lobbyists from an FB page:

“Hello Illinois IV Team! We have got another cosponsorship from our Congressman Randy Hultgren R-IL-14 on Friday August 19th 2016 thus adding two cosponsors consecutively in two days including Congresswoman Robin Kelly D-IL-02 on Thursday August 18th 2016 for HR 213 Bill. We are steadily and strongly moving towards our goal of 100 cosponsors by Labor Day Holiday! Go IL-IV Team.” - SHAME ON YOU working with the Indians to get them jobs that American should have. Another example of our elected representatives working for foreign guest worker interests and NOT THEIR FELLOW CITIZENS.

LET'S SEE, ONE DOWN FOUR TO GO. It is too bad I could not get MY PHOTO taken with the CONGRESSMAN.
WTF, SENT AN EMAIL also, full of Grammar errors, has a level of authentic sincerity.

SAITJ Editor’s Note: Randy lost his election to an African American Woman, how did that happen Randy, I love your white guy name. Bad sweater day.

“Lauren Underwood, a Democrat from Naperville who has never held elected office, pulled off a stunning victory Tuesday, unseating four-term Republican incumbent Randy Hultgren to win a seat in Congress from Illinois’ 14th Congressional District.

With nearly all of the ballots counted, Underwood, a 32-year-old nurse, garnered about 52 percent of the vote, with Hultgren picking up about 48 percent in unofficial tallies."

“Moments later, the rookie politician, an African-American woman in a district that’s 86 percent white, told her supporters that they had made history."

“Look at what we have done,” Underwood said. “… You stood up and declared that this community deserves better. … Together we have built a movement. That is democracy."

Nodding to other victorious female candidates, she declared, “the girlfriends are winning,” and exited to cheers and the Alicia Keys song “Girl on Fire.”

Connecticut Congressman Joe Courtney got caught in a BORING WHITE SHIRT gathering in a Indian photo session from a closed Indian based Facebook site called Legal Immigrants For Equality (LIFE). You can hide but not you CANNOT RUN Congressmen - September 3, 2016

Connecticut Congressman Joe Courtney got caught in a BORING WHITE SHIRT gathering in a Indian photo session from a closed Indian based Facebook site called Legal Immigrants For Equality (LIFE). You can hide but not you CANNOT RUN Congressmen

"Meet the Connecticut Congressman who is ALL ABOUT HELPING THE INDIANS and NOT THEIR FELLOW CITIZENS - Congressman Joseph ""Joe"" Courtney (Dem - Connecticut-2nd) - Eastern third of the state, including Norwich and New London.


A bill in congress designed to help Indians bring in more of their fellow citizens into the USA leaving USA workers living the life of unemployment hell we know so well in the global economy. H.R.213 is bad news for American Workers,
On July 29, the Indian lobbyist wrecking crew did a visit to the Hill and this was promised:

“Rep. Joe Courtney (CT-2) is the 71st cosponsor of HR213. Big shout out to Dharmatej Inaganti, whose perseverance and patience got this done. Also many thanks to CT folks who attended today’s meeting. — with Raja Shekar, Hildingur Mahanti, Mamatha Ancha and Dharmatej Inaganti in Norwich, Connecticut.”

Connecticut IT jobs have been ravaged by H-1B and offshoring for years, Hartford apartment complexes are packed with Indians who have taken American jobs, the area as lost its character. Aetna and Cigna replaced thousands and thousands of American workers. The utility Eversource Energy instituted GAG orders on laid off IT staff training their H-1B replacements. The Connecticut utility recently canned 200 IT workers, the IT workers hung American flags in their office in protest, then the last person leaving photographed the empty office hallway.

Just Who is the Indian Lobbyist wrecking crew?

Legal Immigrants For Equality (LIFE) and IV - Immigration Voice are the Indian poaches doing the lobby work on the scum bag Congress. IV is West Coast and LIFE is in India.

Legal Immigrants For Equality (LIFE) - based in India, small elite group that is upset about the slow process of obtaining a green card among other issues.

IV - Immigration Voice is a national non-profit organization working to foster American innovation and alleviate the problems faced by legal high-skilled future Americans in the United States. They are complaining that a 1.5 Million backlog in Green Cards is preventing their pursuit of happiness and US workers being displaced.

Software & Information Industry Association (SIIA) - Another DC Vermont Ave Lobbyist Group, they may be the go between the Indian lobbyists and Congresspersons.

They are NOT alone, approximate 72 other congresspersons are PRO INDIAN and for all intents and purposes PRO H-1B. Goal for the Indian lobbyists is 100 Betrayers of American Workers. Representative Jason Chaffetz of Utah’s 3rd congressional district is the leader of the pack of congressional job killers.

WHAT CAN I SAY? THE MORE I DIG THE MORE I FIND ESTABLISHMENT POLITICIANS ON BOTH SIDES ARE BETRAYING AMERICAN WORKERS LEFT AND RIGHT.
Remember the Connecticut Congressman who was ALL ABOUT HELPING THE INDIANS and NOT THEIR FELLOW CITIZENS - Congressman Joseph "Joe" Courtney (Dem - Connecticut-2nd) - Eastern third of the state, including Norwich and New London.

I paid him a visit to Facebook – September 5, 2016.

Remember the Connecticut Congressman who was ALL ABOUT HELPING THE INDIANS and NOT THEIR FELLOW CITIZENS - Congressman Joseph "Joe" Courtney (Dem - Connecticut-2nd) - Eastern third of the state, including Norwich and New London.

The Topic: H.R.213 - Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2015

A bill in congress designed to help Indians bring in more of their fellow citizens into the USA leaving USA workers living the life of unemployment hell we know so well in the global economy.

I paid him a visit to Facebook, a kind remark that we are watching him and the other 73 plus Congressman that the Indians have lined up like ducks in a row.
FACEBOOK POST SENT TO Congressman Joseph Courtney (Dem - Connecticut-2nd):

Congressman, I ran across a Facebook post in which you were photographed with some Indians lobbyists that are out to get visas to get US Worker jobs, specifically IT jobs like the ones lost to Indians all over Connecticut including utility Eversource Energy which instituted GAG orders on laid off IT staff training their H-1B replacements. The Connecticut utility recently canned 200 IT workers, the IT workers hung American flags in their office in protest, then the last person leaving photographed the empty office hallway.


H.R.213 is a bill in congress designed to help Indians bring in more of work visas heir fellow citizens into the USA leaving USA workers living the life of unemployment we know so well in the global economy.

I saw this July 29 meeting result and quotes from Indian lobbyists from an FB page:

“Rep. Joe Courtney (CT-2) is the 71st cosponsor of HR213. Big shout out to Dharmatej Inaganti, whose perseverance and patience got this done. Also many thanks to CT folks who attended today's meeting. — with Raja Shekar, Hildingur Mahanti, Mamatha Ancha and Dharmatej Inaganti in Norwich, Connecticut."
SHAME ON YOU working with the Indians to get them jobs that American should have. Another example of our elected representatives working for foreign guest worker interests and NOT THEY’RE FELLOW USA CITIZENS.

I was struck by Joe Courtney Facebook page of hugging fireman and dogs and it is devoid if the real issues of the day, he went out for a ride in the police car and officer, I hope he was safe. The grand issues of the day, they ARE NOT SEEN on THIS MARSHMALLOW POS FB PAGE made for HAPPY people. Jobs for his constituents - NADA.

THE INDIAN LOBBYISTS AND THEIR MEDIA COHORTS ARE BEHIND A BLITZ OF STORIES TO INCREASE THE GREEN CARD LIMIT, IT’S ALL ABOUT THE CHILDREN NOW, but WE KNOW BETTER, IT’S ALL ABOUT MOMMY and DADDY – OCTOBER 9, 2017.

The Columbus Dispatch

Kids of skilled immigrants from India may be forced to leave US
The Indian Lobbyists and their Media Cohorts are Behind a Blitz of Stories to Increase the Green Card Limit, It’s All About the Children Now, but We Know Better, It’s All About Mommy and Daddy.

Techniques Include putting children on display as victims and accusing Trump of not having empathy towards the Indian H-1B crowd who have taken US jobs left and right. All of a sudden the term “H4 Dreamers” is introduced to induce the tearful tissue effect. It is an attempt to link a separate problem to the DACA Dreamers movement, which is more deserving.

The culprits include the Indian lobby group Immigration Voice, they have persistently over time lined up over 275 Republican and Democratic congressional sponsors to pass the infamous Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2017.

THE INDIANS WANT TO CHANGE THE GREEN CARD IMMIGRATION LAW IN ORDER TO BENEFIT THEMSELVES OVER OTHER COUNTRIES. THE CURRENT GREEN CARD LIMIT IS SET AT 7% PER COUNTRY IN ORDER TO ALLOW FOR THE DIVERSITY OF IMMIGRANTS THIS COUNTRY SO CHERISHES.

The current law states that no more than 7 percent of each year’s allotment of the 140,000 available green cards can go to H-1B workers from any one country. The Indian want to change that to give them an huge advantage in order to get green cards and propagate their numbers to take even more jobs in all fields away from Americans and establish a hegemony. That hegemony is already established in the IT sector, The Indian IT Mafia rigged the H-1B visa
lottery to their benefit and now the next step is to change the long standing green cards laws.

Case in point is a Columbus Dispatch article titled “Kids of skilled immigrants from India may be forced to leave US”. I QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS:

“As Congress contemplates the next step for children who immigrated to this country illegally, a population of young immigrants who entered America legally is beginning to speak out.”

“Not covered by the proposed DREAM Act, not eligible for Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, these children are unlike any other class of immigrants and probably have no chance to stay in the country as adults unless the federal government clears a decades-long backlog of applications.”

“Nicknamed “H-4 Dreamers,” the children were brought to America from India with their parents on H-4, or dependent, visas. Until they turn 21, their status is the same as that of their parents, so if their parents become citizens, they do as well.”

“Many parents take this approach, coming into the country for a short period on an H-1B visa as a skilled worker and then applying to stay on an immigrant visa.”

“That’s usually not a problem, unless the family is from India, where there’s a 70-year wait for immigrant visa status because of a large number of qualified applicants.”

“Citizens from India face the longest wait of any group because about 370,000 have applied for immigrant visas, according to the Department of Homeland Security’s 2017 annual report, and fewer than 10,000 are accepted per year.”


THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH CUDDLES TO THE OHIO COUNTRY CLUB BUSINESS REPUBLICANS AND TO THE OHIO INDIAN ADVOCACY GROUPS, WHEN WILL I STOP CRYING?

Case in point is a Washington Post article titled “Once upon a time, it looked like Trump might have some empathy. Not anymore.”. I QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS:
“The wrench in the machinery is that no more than 7 percent of each year's allotment of green cards can go to H-1B workers from any one country. Thus, H-1B workers from the mega-populations of India and China are severely disadvantaged. By one estimate, engineers, doctors, scientists and other H-1B workers from India face delays of 50 to 350 years in seeking green cards, while workers from small countries — unaffected by the 7 percent cap — waltz right through.”

“Without that green card, highly desirable workers and their families face severe impediments to starting their own businesses and working their way toward citizenship. Indeed, spouses and children of H-1B holders are as vulnerable as dreamers should they lose their link to a visa through death, illness or layoff.”

THE WASHINGTON POST AUTHOR IS TOTALLY BIASED TO THE INDIAN CROWD, HE MUST HAVE BEEN PROVIDED A GOOD INSIDE THE BELTWAY POWER LUNCH PAYOFF,

Case in point is a SF GATE article titled “Kids of parents on work visas face uncertain future”. I QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS:

"About 100,000 foreigners come into the U.S. on H-4 visas every year, a number that has been steadily increasing since 2012, according to the U.S. Department of State. The government doesn’t break down those figures into spouses and children."

"If an H-1B holder is given a green card, so are their spouses and children under 21. If those come in time for a young adult on an H-4 visa, their problem is solved. But many face another obstacle: the decade long wait that parents from countries such as India and China currently face to get permanent residency."

"Under the law, no more than 7 percent of the 140,000 green cards available each year can go to immigrants from a single country. The Dharmadhikaris applied in 2010, when Neeraj was 12."

"His parents now fear that piece of paperwork may be delayed even longer under Trump, or never come at all, leaving him scrambling for a way to stay here."

"A bill pending in Congress, the Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act of 2017, which currently has 275 Republican and Democratic sponsors, could indirectly help these children by phasing out the per-country cap on green cards and moving to a first-come, first-served system."

---
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SF GATE GIVES JOHN MIANO A VOICE:

“But those who oppose the bill, such as John Miano of the Center for Immigration Studies, said it would “create a train wreck in the green card system.”

“If implemented, he said, it would favor immigrants from countries such as India and China. It would “ease the problem of green card backlogs from India, China, Mexico, and the Philippines by inflicting that misery on the entire rest of the world,” he wrote in a blog post. https://cis.org/miano/solving-h1b-green-card-backlog-easy-if-you-try

SF GATE GIVES IMMIGRATION VOICE A VOICE:

“Immigration Voice estimates there are about 1.5 million H1-B visa holders in the country waiting for green cards, many of whom are from India and have been waiting for more than a decade. And as his family stands in that figurative line, all Dharmadhikari can do is continue working — and hope something changes before his 21st birthday.”

ONE POINT THAT ALL THESE ARTICLES HAVE IN COMMON IS NOT ONE WORD ABOUT USA IT AND OTHER SECTORS LOSING JOBS TO THE RIGGED AND FLAWED LEGAL IMMIGRATION SYSTEM IN THIS FUCKED UP COUNTRY.


Immigration Voice has lobbied and recruited the following America Last Congresspersons. Here are the latest recruits as of October 2017:

“Congressman Greg Meeks from New York’s 5th Congressional District has decided to co-sponsor of HR.392 - The Fairness for High Skilled Immigrants Act of 2017. We sincerely thank the Congressman for his leadership.”

“Congressman Drew Ferguson from Georgia’s 3rd Congressional District has decided to co-sponsor of HR.392 - The Fairness for High Skilled Immigrants Act of 2017. We sincerely thank the Congressman for his leadership.”

“Congressman Bruce Poliquin from Maine’s 2nd Congressional District has decided to co-sponsor of HR.392 - The Fairness for High Skilled Immigrants Act of 2017. We sincerely thank the Congressman for his leadership.”
“Congressman Earl Blumenauer from Oregon’s 3rd Congressional District has decided to co-sponsor HR.392 - The Fairness for High Skilled Immigrants Act of 2017. We sincerely thank the Congressman for his leadership.”

“Congressman Trent Kelly from Mississippi’s 1st Congressional District has decided to co-sponsor HR.392 - The Fairness for High Skilled Immigrants Act of 2017. We sincerely thank the Congressman for his leadership.”

“Congressman Bob Latta from Ohio’s 5th Congressional District has decided to co-sponsor of HR.392 - The Fairness for High Skilled Immigrants Act of 2017. We sincerely thank the Congressman for his leadership.”

“Congressman Jim Banks from Indiana’s 3rd Congressional District has decided to co-sponsor of HR.392 - The Fairness for High Skilled Immigrants Act of 2017. We sincerely thank the Congressman for his leadership.”

“We are very happy to announce that Rep Ken Buck from Colorado’s 4th Congressional district and member of the House Judiciary Committee has decided to co-sponsor HR.392 - The Fairness For High Skilled Immigrants Act of 2017.”

“Congressman Jody Hice from Georgia’s 10th Congressional District has decided to co-sponsor of HR.392 - The Fairness for High Skilled Immigrants Act of 2017.”

The list of America Last Congresspersons goes on and on.

Stephen Miller of the Trump administration was supposed to be our lead guy on H-1B issue and for some period of time he was, then he got promoted to speech writer. We are in a still void now in regard to reform, as I posted today 275 congressfucks are sapping up the Indian $$$ and cry baby stories. I know one IT guy in Texas who was the only NON Indian in his department out of over 100 Indians, of course he got chased out of the company, fired for bogus reasons. The Indians feel they are in a power situation to force every body out of IT that is NOT Indian, despite the Trump noise. They have the numbers and the congress on their side. I call it the America Last caucus.

It is up to 277 now, The America Last Caucus!

277 cosponsors (148 Democrats, 129 Republicans)

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/115/hr392/details

https://www.facebook.com/ImmigrationVoice/
WHERE’S MY GREEN CARD? IT IS THE HOTTEST IMMIGRATION TRACKER IN THE WORLD - UNKNOWN IN THE USA - IT IS 99% INDIAN BASED - BECOME AWARE -

What the Hell is “trackitt”? It is a web site forum for Indians to track and discuss the various immigration forms required to get that magic passport stamp to the USA. The site is super fast, click click, it is fascinating in its scope, it has many forms and avenues. It is staggering. Americans in IT may not realize what is going on. The site allows Indian visa hunters a means to establish a thread interface and track progress in immigration procedures with peers. It also allows questions to a forum immigration lawyer. USCIS is followed and examined in every single procedural step imaginable. One watches your immigration case. One is provided with a dashboard of charts and graphs to visualize the Green Card Dream.

Here are the forms being tracked just to UNDERSTAND the MAGNITUDE of WHAT IS GOING ON.

There are 20 items on the tracking list, H-1B and F-1 OPT included.

I-485 - Use this tracker if you have filed your employment-based I-485 (adjustment of status).

I-140 - Use this tracker if you have filed your I-140 (immigrant petition for alien worker).

I-765 - Use this tracker if you have filed your I-765 for employment authorization as part of your employment-based green card application.
H4 EAD - Use this tracker if you have filed your I-765 for employment authorization for dependent spouse based on approved I-140 for employment-based green card application.

I-131 - Use this tracker if you have filed your I-131 for travel document, reentry permit, or advance parole as part of your employment-based green card application.

PERM - Use this tracker if you have filed your PERM labor certification with the Atlanta Processing Center.

AOS Interview - Use this tracker if your case has been transferred to the National Benefits Center and/or if you have been scheduled for an Adjustment of Status interview at your local USCIS Office.

OPT - Use this tracker if you have filed for Optional Practical Training (OPT) while on F-1 visa. This is basically an I-765 (employment authorization) tracker for F-1 students.

H-1B - Use this tracker if your employer has filed I-129 for a new H-1B, H-1B transfer, or H-1B extension.

AC21 - Use this tracker if you have applied for AC21 to switch jobs while in the green card process, and to connect with other users who have invoked AC21.

I-485 Denials & MTR - Use this tracker to connect with other users if your I-485 application was denied, and if you filed a Motion To Reopen (MTR/I-290B) your application.

I-140 Denials & MTR - Use this tracker to connect with other users if your I-140 application was denied, and if you filed a Motion To Reopen (MTR/I-290B) your application.

I-90 (Replace GC) - Use this tracker to connect with other users if you have filed I-90 to update information (such as a name change) on a green card, renew an expired green card, or replace a lost or stolen green card.

Job Search in U.S. - Use this tracker if you are looking for a job in the United States and to connect with other fellow job seekers.

US Citizenship - Use this tracker to connect with users who have applied for N-400 (Application for Naturalization) to become U.S. citizens.

Interfiling of I-485 - Use this tracker if you have interfiled/transferred an existing employment-based petition to another petition, provided the prior petition is not revoked or denied, and provided the visa category is current.
Job-Switch After GC - Use this tracker to connect with other users who have switched jobs after getting a green card, or are considering switching jobs.

Layoff - Use this tracker to connect with users who have been laid off recently.

**LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: THIS IS SOME AMAZING SOFTWARE THE INDIANS HAVE COME UP WITH!**

The level of tracking to the granular level of application and procedural processes is mind boggling.

It appears the TRACKITT is legit; however that is not to say that individuals have fake profiles on the site and play “The Faker Games” or perhaps “The Lying Game”.

http://www.trackitt.com/
http://www.trackitt.com/about-us
http://www.trackitt.com/usa-immigration-trackers